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and (b)
invariant mass distributions for all
data after track/cluster reconstruction and particle identification.
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6.S Data (dots) vs. monte carlo (histogram) comparisons for 1999
I\\ —> -"''-"TrQ events. The histograms are normalized to each
other by area, (a) and (b) Overlays in the kinematic parameters P,"
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in Section 6.8.1
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1999 after all other cuts. Dots are data, histogram is monte carlo.
The disagreement seen here will be discussed further in Section 6.8.1. 150
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events, as a function of track momentum in GeV'/c. The
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distributions of signal monte carlo (histogram) and
data (dots). The line shows the cut at 40. (b) Signal invariant
mass distribution after the vertex
and extra hardware cluster cuts.
Compare to Figure 6.5(b)
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e^e~f^i^i.r monte carlo distributions for (a) nmon track offset at the
analysis magnet, (b) muon cluster energy in the Csl. and (c) muon
track momentum. Entries in the 0 bin in (b) are from beam hole
muons. The lines show the cuts at 2 mm. 1.5 GeV. and 7 GeX'/c.
respectively
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for (a) conversion monte carlo, (b) signal monte carlo, and (c) signal
data. Plots are logarithmic in c. Cutting out the box rejects 99/^
of the conversions, leaving approximately 0.7 expected background
events from this source
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structed in the signal trigger. Overlaid are monte carlo histograms
generated with various pion decay/punchthrough ratios. Upper left
plot shows 0% decay/1009c punchthrough MC. upper right is 25/75.
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ment seems to come from 60% decay/40% punchthrough (middle left). 159
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shows 50^; decay/509? punchthrough. upper right is 55/45. middle
left is 60/40. middle right is 65/35. lower left is 70/30. and lower right
is 75/25. The best agreement seems to come from 559c decay/459(
punchthrough (upper right)
6.20 Distributions of pion track momenta from 1997 (top) and 1999 (bot
tom) R'i —r
events. All cuts have been made except for
p~ > 7 Ge\'/c. Note that the 1999 spectrum is slightly softer than in
1997. due to the lower P, kick from the analysis magnet. This would
be expected to contribute to a larger pion decay probability, which
is not seen in the fits
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punchthrough (dots) and 609c decay, 409? punchthrough (histogram)
monte carlo after reconstruction as signal. The shape of the recon
structed invariant mass distribution, and hence the background esti
mate. is quite insensitive to the choice of decay/punchthrough ratio.
6.22 Invariant mass distributions of (a)
and -"^-"7. and (b)
pion decay/punchthrough monte carlo, when reconstructed
as signal. Overlay of the sum of these datasets with data is shown in
(c). The signal region has been blacked out to properly normalize the
distributions. .Approximately 0.06 background events are expected
from decay/punchthrough events
6.23 P," vs. invariant mass of all e^e-events. The box shows the
location of the signal region in the plane. Extrapolating into the sig
nal region yields an estimate of O.OS background events from double
A'^3 decays
6.24 (a) Signal Pf vs. invariant mass for all signal data after all other cuts.
132 events are in the box. which denotes the signal region, (b) Pro
jection onto the invariant mass axis after the cut on Pf. Events from
1997 are plotted in the open histogram, while events from 1999 are
plotted in the cross-hatched histogram. The lines mark the bound
aries of the signal region
6.25 (a) Invariant mass comparison between the 132 signal data events
(dots) and signal monte carlo (histogram), (b) Comparison in P,-.
The data/monte carlo agreement is good in both variables
6.26 1999 Ki —> ~^7r~-p vertex c (left) and kaon momentum (right)
distributions after all cuts, with the cut on electron separation at
DCl moved from 2 to 25 mm. Histogram is monte carlo, dots are
data. Note that the disagreement at the dowmstream end in vertex r
is much smaller than in Figure 6.11. and the slope of the data/monte
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ABSTRACT

The rare decay K'l —r e'e~i.i^i.r offers the best opportunity to study the dy
namics behind the

vertex. This information is needed to subtract the

long-distance contribution to the decay Ki —•

^.r . allowing for a calcula

tion of p. the real part of the CKM matrix element I',,/. Analysis of data from
the 1997 and 1999 runs of the KTe\' experiment has isolated a sample of 132
A'/, —y

events, with an estimated background of 0.8 events. Based

on this data, the branching ratio for this mode was calculated to be G ( K l —r
e^e~f.rf.r ) = (2.63 ± 0.23stat ± 0.13syst) x 10"^. where a radiative cutoff has been
imposed at

> 0.95. The D'Ambrosio. Isidori, and Portoles Ki

lin

ear form factor parameter a was measured to be —1.52±0.3S, consistent with previotis experimental results. Little sensitivity was found to the cjuadratic parameter 3.
resulting in a measured value of -1-12.3 ± 77.1. The asynmietry in the angular distri
bution of the k'i —f e^e~i.ri.r decay products was measured to be |,4| < 25.o%
with 909f confidence, constraining the size of any CP-violating contribution to the

K'l

' interaction. Finally, a 909^ C.L. upper limit of 4.12 x 10~" was placed on

the branching ratio of the lepton flavor-violating mode
factor of 3 improvement over the current limit.

^ e ~ e - . a full
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CHAPTER 1

Theoretical Motivation for the Study of A'/, —?•

1.1

Quark Mixing and the CKM Matrix

A distinguishing ciiaracteristic of the weak interaction is that c[uark flavor eigenstates are not equivalent to weak eigenstates. Under the weak force, transitions
are allowed both within and between quark generations. An example of such a
transition is diagrammed in Figure 1.1. To accommodate this phenomenon in the
Standard Model of particle physics, a matrix was constructed to contain the cou
pling strength associated with every possible transition. The unitary CKM matrix
(named for Cabibbo. Kobayashi. and Maskawa) assumes three ciuark generations.

w.
/
/
/
/
/

Figure 1.1: A flavor-changing transition mediated by the weak force. The top
ciuark {t) changes into a down ciuark {d) by coupling to a U' gauge boson. The
probabilities of such transitions are described in the Standard Model by the CKM
matrix (in this example, the matrix element \
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and is rlefined as follows (Kobayashi and Maskawa 1973):
t* US
•

*V -ub

^ rd

^ rs

^ cb

^ ts

^ tb J

. r =

= I* X

b'

/ I* •u(l

^

^J

1.11

Here d. .s. and h represent the flavor eigenstates of the down, strange, and bot
tom quarks. These states take part in strong interactions, d'. .-i'. and h' are the
corresponding weak eigenstates. The CKM matrix \ ' acts to connect the two repre
sentations. describing the probability of weak transitions between flavor eigenstates.
For example, the inatri.x element 1',,/ gives the relative likelihood of the f —?• d + 11'
vertex shown in Figure 1.1.
Because transitions within generations are the most likely to occur, the
largest elements in the CKM matrix are expected to be close to unity and on the
diagonal, while the smallest are expected to be in the opposite corners (describing
the most distant transitions between the first and third generations). Additionally,
the unitarity condition implies that the CKM matrix elements are not completely
independent. As an example, requiring unitarity provides the relation
^

ub + ^ cAcb + ^

(1.2)

tb — 0-

.\n alternate parameterization for the CKM matrix, proposed by Wolfenstein (Wolfenstein 1983). reveals that the matrix can be reduced to four independent
parameters: three real numbers, and one complex phase:

/
=

1 - X-/2

A

-A

1 - \'-/2

A X H p - ill) \
AX-

+ (9(A') + ....

;i.3)

— .4A'^
1
V .-IA'^(1 — p — i i ] )
/
The elements are expanded in powers of A. which is defined to be ecjuivalent to the
matrix element V'^^. The complex phase has magnitude //. and is confined to the
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corners of the matrix in this parameterization. This phase empirically describes the
phenomenon of CP-violation in the Standard Model, which will be discussed in the
following section.
The parameters A and .4 have been well measured e.xperimentally: their
values are known to within a few percent (Groom et al. 2000a). This means that
the majority of elements in the CKM matrix are well determined. However, values
for p and r] are still relatively unknown, translating into large uncertainties on I',,/
and I uft. Estimates vary, but a conservative range for

is (6.7—9.3) x 10" ' (Buras

2001). This uncertainty is expected to decline over the next few years, as new results
from the B sector (notably

^

charged kaon

sector (A'"^ —r -'uV) become available.
Of course, the experimental motivation is not simply to determine the CKM
parameters, but to overconstrain them. Measuring these parameters using a variety
of decay modes from different sectors provides an excellent test of the Standard
Model. An estimate of p from the neutral kaon .sector would therefore be u.seful
for this purpose. The "golden mode" for this measurement is

—J- p'n' • In

order to understand exactly what a " Kl " is. however, a review of the neutral kaon
system is in order.

1.2

Review of the Neutral Kaon System

The strong eigenstates of the neutral kaon.

(ciuark content d s ) and

(d.i).

are not independent under all interactions. Because strangeness S is not necessarily
a conserved cjuantum number under the weak force, a A'° (5 = +1) can be trans
formed into its S = — 1 antiparticle (and vice versa) via a second-order. A5 = 2
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Figure 1.2: One of several diagrams contributing to oscillations between
and its
antiparticle.
The oscillations are made possible by second order. AS = 2 weak
interactions.
weak transition. One diagram that contributes to these oscillations is shown in
Figure 1.2.
The presence of such oscillations suggests that the strong eigenstates are
not the best way to describe neutral kaons within a weak interaction Haniiltonian.
As an alternative. Gell-Mann and Pais suggested constructing eigenstates of the
charge conjugation operator C (Gell-Mann and Pais 1955):

Since C|A'°) =

lA'i) = ( | / v ° > + |A^))

(1.41

lAj) =-^ (|/v-°) - 17?5>) .

(1.5)

and C1A'°) = lA'") it can easily be verified that
C|A*i) = |A'i). C|A'.) = -|A".>).

11.6)

Furthermore. A'l and A'o are eigenstates of the combination of the charge conjuga
tion and parity operators. CP:
C P \ k \ ) = \ h \ ) . CP|A',) = -|A',).

(1.7)

Because of these properties. A'l is known as the CP-even state, while A'j is called
the CP-odd state. It can be shown (Griffiths 1987) that when the pseudoscalar
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kaon decays to two pions. the final state is CP-even, while the decay to three pions
produces a CP-odd final state. Therefore, if CP were a perfect symmetry, the
decays
A I —T 2 TT .

A 2 —^ 3TT

(1.8)

AW 3". A'j-^2-

(1.9)

would be allowed, while

would be forbidden. Because there is much more phase space available to the two
pion final state of the A'l. its lifetime is expected to be much shorter than that of
the I\2It turns out. however, that the forbidden decay A'o

'1~ is observed, at

a level of about 1 part in 500 (Christenson et al. 1964). This phenomenon of CPvi.olati.on means that not even the A'l and A'j states are perfect descriptions of the
neutral kaon system in weak interactions. Instead, the weak eigenstates are written
as
IA5) =
|Aj.) =

,
(1^^ 1) +
v'l + lel,

: (I A-j) + e[A1)) •
+ kl"

(1.10)

h'i represents the long-lived state of the neutral kaon: mostly K , . with a small
admixture of A'l that provides for the CP-violating decays observed experimentally.
Conversely. A'5 is the short-lived state: mostly A'l with a small A'o component. The
states are aptly named - with a mean lifetime of approximately 50 ns. the

takes

almost 600 times longer to decay than its counterpart (Groom et al. 2000b). k's
and A'i. appear to be the true eigenstates of the weak interaction.
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The size of the "contamination" leading to CP-violation is given in Equa
tion 1.10 by the parameter e. approximately 2 x 10"'^. Calculation of the A5 = 2
weak transition amplitude reveals that e is proportional to the imaginary phase //
from Ec[uation 1.3 (Belusevic 1999).
The astounding significance of CP-violation can be revealed by rewriting
Ecjuation 1.10. Doing so for the h'i provides
\k\) X (1 +6)|A-«) - (1 -e)|7v^).

(1.11)

In other words, matter and anti-matter are treated inherently differently! Note that
there is nothing in the Standard Model to describe why CP-violation e.xists in the
first place - the phenomenon is only empincally described by an imaginary phase
in the CKM matrix. The true source of CP-violation remains one of the biggest
ciuestions in the field of higli energy physics.

1.3

The Physics of k'i —> M A'"

As mentioned in Section 1.1. the decay

offers the best hope of

measuring p within the neutral kaon sector. The decay can proceed via several
"short-distance" weak interactions, pictured in Figure 1.3. Because of its dispro
portionately large mass, the top cjuark dominates the loops shown in these dia
grams (Btichalla and Buras 1994). This provides a coupling between top and down
quarks, making the k 'i —>
of \

decay amplitude sensitive to p (the real part

The diagrams shown in Figure 1.3 are easily calculable, implying that the

magnitude of p can be linked directly to the k'c —>
1983).

amplitude (Wolfenstein
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S

Figure 1.3; Short-distance contributions to the
—)•
amplitude. The
cjuark loops in these diagrams are dominated by top. making this mode sensitive to
the CKM matrix element \'t ,i (or p. in the VVolfenstein parameterization).

Unfortunately, this measurement is complicated by a "long-distance" con
tribution to the amplitude. This contribution (pictured in Figure 1.4) is mediated
by low-energy electromagnetic coupling between the A'/, and virtual photons, and
must be subtracted off from the total amplitude before any CKM information can
be obtained.

1.3.1

Connecting Ki —r f.ri.r to the CKM matrix

To perform the calculation described above, the I\\ —>

branching ratio is

decomposed into two terms, as follows:
B {Kl

) = |.4|' =

+ \^m .4|' .

(1.12)
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K.

Figure 1.4: Long-distance contribution to the I\\ —>
amplitude. This
diagram must be subtracted from the total h'i —• i^rf^r amplitude in order to
extract the short-distance contribution, and with it. p. Unfortunately, the form of
the Kl - ' - ' vertex is not well understood, making this calculation difficult.

where -Re and

respectively designate the real and imaginary parts of the am

plitude .4. The magnitude of the imaginary part, which corresponds to the case
where the two photons are real (on-shell). can be calculated in clo.sed form using
QED (Sehgal 1969):
I -V

f I•

C, .V/

=2l70
K
where

In

1 - .ir~
X B{Kl
1 + 3,,

:i.i3)

is the muon mass. Mk is the kaon mass, and

\

1.14)
K-

•

The most recent measurement of the h'l —> -- ijranching ratio places |.jni.4|" at
a value of (7.07 ±0.18) x 10~® (Groom et al. 2000b). This result almost completely
saturates the total measured A'/, —>

branching ratio of (7.1S ± 0.17) x

10"^ (Ambrose et al. 2000). The small difference between the two numbers must
be due to the real part of the total amplitude. Taking correlations into account, the
difference was calculated to be (0.11 ± 0.18) x 10"^. This result for |?Re .4|" can be
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translated into a 909c confidence level limit, excluding the unphysical region below
0. Doing so yields an upper limit for the square of the real part of the A'/. —>•
amplitude of 0.37 x 10"^ (Ambrose et al. 2000).
This tiny, residual contribution can be further split up into long- and shortdistance terms:
•Re .4 =

Along + Re A^hort-

(1.15 )

The short-distance term has been calculated by summing amplitudes from Zpenguin and box diagrams, some of which are shown in Figure 1.3. This calculation
results in the expression
1
| rte.4,/,or,| -

1 -7

—r /Z+i/) -(/vi)
.1 a
-777—[Re

^ ^
+ Re I

(,r,)l •
(1.16)

The variable r, is defined as Mf/Mfy (Mt is the mass of the top c[uark). r is the
mean Ufetime of the particle at rest, and 9\v is the weak mixing angle (the Stan
dard Model parameter that quantifies the breaking of the unified electroweak field
into its electromagnetic and weak components). The function i'(.r) describes the
effects of both single-loop electroweak and double-loop QCD top quark correc
tions. while \'\i accounts for corrections due to non-negligible contributions from
charm (Buchalla and Buras 1994). (Buras and Fleischer 1998). .Vote the appearance
of \ 'i,i in the above ec[uation.
In order to proceed, it is necessary to expand Equation 1.3 to (9 (A''). This
expansion yields (Buras and Fleischer 1998)
\'t,i =

{ I - p - iq).

(1-17)
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with the definitions
P= p ( l - T
After a bit of algebraic manipulation, along with evaluation of .some of the physical
constants, the following expression can be obtained:
ipo - py

l^eA.uortf = (1.68 X 10-')

:i.i9)

where
Po — 1 +

r .v
A'.4-^r(.r,)

1

rr =

1.20)

,1-^,

For 150 Ge\'/c- < Mt < 190 GeX'/c". Equation 1.19 can be rewritten as the ap
proximate relation (Buras and Fleischer 199S)

'

'

=0.9x 10-'(1.2-p)^
' ' 170Gel/c-

0.040

.

(1.21)

Solving for p. and making a substitution from Equation 1.1-5. this finally
viekls
p > 1.2 — max

pRe .41 ± pRc .4,0,, J
3 X 10-^

Mt
170 Gel'jc-

-1.55

[ |t'c6|l
0.040

1.22)

where the sign choice is made to set the stricter lower limit. The only remaining
unknown in Equation 1.22 is |-}?e .4/o„g|. the size of the long-distance contribution
to h'i —>

1.3.2

shown in Figure 1.4.

Calculating the long-distance contribution to k'i —>

Calculation of the long-distance contribution to h'i —>

starts by writing

down a general expression for the vertex amplitude (Ecker et al. 19SS):
A{Ki —)• 7* iqi.ei)-' iq-i.eo)) = i

^

•

(1-3)
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Here, r/f and

represent the components of the momentimi four-vectors r/i and q-y

for the two virtual photons, while f.i and

are the components of the corresponding

polarization four-vectors ei and e-j-

signifies the anti-symmetric Levi-Civita

tensor operator. F (qf.qi) is the long-distance

form factor, reciuired to

be synmietric under exchange of qj and q^. A non-trivial calculation leads to the
result
|«e R

(1.24)

where
2.

and p- =

2/

f

q'C'-{q-()-

F{ C \ { C - p f )

P ( [ - q)-^ [ { ( - py2 - M 2 ^

F(O.O)

(Ametller et al. 1984). The normalization factor of F(O.O) in the

denominator of the integrand corresponds to the case where both photons are onshell. This term can be related to the experimentally accessible Ki —v
\F{0.0)\ =

64 - r (/vt

-

•

-

width:
(1.26)

The problem has now been reduced to evaluating the integral in Ecjuation 1.25.
Before this is done, however, a decision must be made regarding the form of F .
Many models have been suggested over the past 35 years: however, most suffer
from theoretical uncertainties that prevent a useful calculation of |^)?e .4/on5|" (and
therefore p). Some of the most commonly cited models will be described in the
following section.
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1.3.3

Models of the h't'''' Vertex

Kroll-Wada type (phase space) interactions

One of the earliest studies of pseudoscalar meson-photon-photon interactions was
published by Kroll and Wada in 1955. The Kroll-Wada formula describes the
dynamics responsible for internal conversion of the ". providing QED predictions
tt

for the amplitudes of the decays

—>• e'e~- and

—> e^e~e^e~ (Kroll and

Wada 1955). The original theory included no momentum-dependent form factors:
only phase space contributes to the total amplitude.

Additionally, the authors

neglected the effects of additional interference terms caused by the e.xchange of
identical particles.
In extending the Kroll-Wada calculation to the Ki" * -' vertex. Miyazaki
and Takasugi included these interference effects (Miyazaki and Takasugi 1973).
They assumed that the form factor carries no momentum dependence, and that
no CP-violating effects exist in the interaction (in other words. Ki is ec[uivalent to
the CP-odd eigenstate Aj).
In her calculation done almost twenty years later. Uy allowed for a CPviolating contribution to the A'/. - ' -" vertex (Uy 1991). The strengths of the C P violating and CP-conserving terms were described by two form factors, g and /;.
which were assumed to be momentum-independent over the range of consideration.
The Uy calculation is of interest because it is the most general of the Kroll-Wada
type models.
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Figure 1.5: \ector Meson Dominance model for the
vertex. Interactions
between the pseudoscalar k'i and the virtual photons - * are mediated by vector
mesons. V .

Vector Meson Dominance

In the \ector Meson Dominance approximation, there is no direct coupling between
the pseudoscalar mesons and the virtual photons. Instead, the interaction is medi
ated by vector mesons (the p. uj. and o). as shown in Figure 1.5. These particles
are theoretically allowed to "fluctuate" into photons because vector mesons and
photons share identical quantum numbers.
Because the vector-pseudoscalar and vector-photon couplings are theoreti
cally well understood, application of Vector Meson Dominance greatly simplifies the
description of the Ki

' interaction. The approximation leads to a momentum-

dependent form factor proportional to
(1.27)

whore f/i and r/o are the invariant masses of the two virtual photons, and M, is
the mass of vector meson propagator i (Quigg and Jackson 1968). .\ote that the
form factor can be expanded to an arbitrary number of terms in order to allow for
nmltiple vector meson couplings. However, because the p is so much lighter than
the other vector mesons, it is often sufficient to include only a single term with
Ml = M,.

Chiral Perturbation

Chiral Perturbation Theory is often used to describe long-distance (low-energy)
interactions that are not calculable in closed form. The framework is based on the
breaking of the chiral symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian at low energies (below the
QCD scale, approximately 300 MeV). Pions are treated as the Goldstone bosons
resulting from the spontaneous breaking of the symmetry. The Chiral Lagrangian
can be expanded in terms of momentum to accomodate higher-order effects (so long
as the energies involved remain below the QCD scale). The theory has been c[uite
successful in predicting several parameters in the neutral kaon sector, such as those
describing the decays

—> --lu (Holstein 1995).

A two-term form factor has been proposed to describe the I\\~'ver
tex using Chiral Perturbation Theory (Zhang and Goity 1998). The first term is
momentum-independent, and describes contributions from
F, = -0.89^f^.
2"/*In this expression.

tt

''. i ]. and q' poles:
(1.28)

is the pion decay constant (93 MeV). and Cs is the octet

coupling in the non-leptonic Chiral Lagrangian of order p- (Cs ~ 3.12 x 10~").
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The second term of the Zhang-Goity form factor accounts for single chiral
loop corrections (similar to the loop corrections in QED. except with pions. the
lowest mass chiral state, instead of electrons) and counterterms:
^•2 ('7^ qi) =

+ 2cn)D (r/f. r/.j. /z) + Cii^i) (r/f + r/.j)] .

(1.29)

where
D{qi.q2.f.i)

=
+

3
4

V

1.30)

y

[ F { . M;.qi) + F

+ F (A/;.

+ F (.1/;-..

and
f(™^r)=

( i - f

IJ

/(/ --1

-2

/

(1.31)

1.1 is a scaling factor commonly taken to be the p mass, (a-j + 'la.\ ) = 1.-5 ± 0.3. and
C{i_L = Mp) = -10.3 ±7.3.

DIP

A general expression for the R ' l - * * * form factor proposed by D'Ambrosio. Isidori.
and Portoles reads
/ {q'i- q ^ =

fiqj.qi:
= 1+ a
F(O.O)

qi
cii-Ml

q'l
—

J

+

qvFi
iqi-Ml){qi-Ml)'
(1.32)

where My is conventionally evaluated at the p meson pole {M\- = Mp) (D'Ambrosio
et al. 1998). This "DIP" form factor incorporates several of the features from the
models described earlier in this section: it is the most general expression compatible
with the Lagrangian from O(p^) Chiral Perturbation Theory, and contains the vec
tor meson poles indicative of the \'MD approximation, a and J are real parameters
indicating the relative strengths of the linear and quadratic terms, respectively.
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By inserting Equation 1.32 into the integrand of Equation 1.25. it can be
shown that
=

-3[ln(A/.\/o) + 2aln(A/.\/J + Jln(A/.\/j)]

=

-3 [In i.Uj/Mo) + 2 q In (Mj/MJ] - 3(1 + 2a + J) In (.V / . \ / j )

=

-5.25 - 3.47q - 3(1 -f 2a + J) In (A/.Uj).

(1.33)

where the known values of Mq. Ma- and .\/j (140, 452. and 806 .\Ie\'/c". respec
tively) have been inserted in the final step, and A is an ultraviolet cutoff, included
to prevent divergence of the integral (D'Ambrosio et al. 199S).
Finally, inserting Eciuation 1.33 into Ecitiation 1.24 provides a result for the
total long-distance contribution to the h'i —y
long]

amplitude:

—

X

|5.25 + 3.47a+3(l + 2a +J)ln(A/.\/j)|.

(1.34)

The only remaining unknowns in Equation 1.34 are a and .i. The values of these
parameters must be determined before any further progress can be made.
The authors attempt to theoretically constrain a and J by evaluating the
k\ -'
Ml'.

form factor using perturbative QCD. in the realm where qj - r/.j = q- 2>
By matching this high-energy behavior with Equation 1.32 in the realm

X qcd ^

Q'

^

(where \qcd is the QCD scale and Mc is the charm mass)

they obtain the condition (D'Ambrosio et al. 1998)
|1+ 2a + J| ^ 0.3.

(1.35)

The authors also propose constraining the form factor parameters by applying
the factorization hadronization model (D'Ambrosio and Portoles 1997) to the
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pseucloscalar-vector-vector weak vertex (assuming \ ector Meson Dominance). This
calculation provides the relation
(1.36)

l +2a + - 0 . 0 1 .

Along with the experimental results for a from the following section. Equations 1.35
and 1.36 can provide an estimate of the magnitude of the quadratic parameter 3.

1.3.4

Current experimental status of

q

and 3

To date, only two direct measurements of the DIP parameter a have Ijeen made.
l)oth by the KTe\' experiment. The first measurement was performed by studying
the decay mode I\\ —>

(Alavi-Harati et al. 2001a). Because the second

photon in this mode is real, r/.j in Eciuation 1.32 is 0. This mode is therefore sensitive
only to

q.

The R'i —>-

study was done using two different methods: a shape

analysis and a branching ratio analysis.

Because the parameter a connects to

the momentum of the virtual photon that forms the
invariant ma.ss distribution

pair, the shape of the

is sensitive to the value of a. Monte carlo was

generated over a range of a. and a fit was done to the data in

to extract the

most likely value of the DIP parameter:
(1.37)

Meanwhile, the differential decay rate for h'i

—y fi'ii *

is given

by (D'Ambrosio et al. 1998)
1

dr{i\\ • , )

r(/u -^V,)

dcC-

—

(1.38)

where
A la. h. c) = a' + b~ + c' — 2 (ab + he + ac).

(1.39)

and

By inserting Equation 1.32 (with

= 0) into Equation 1.3S and integrating over

the kineniatically allowed range of q. the I \ l —>

brandling ratio can be

expressed as a function of only one unknown: a. Using the measured branching
ratio of (3.62 ±0.09) x 10~' (Alavi-Harati et al. 2001a). a was determined to be
=-1.38 ±0.13.

(1.41)

A weighted average of the shape and branching ratio results provided the published
measurement of a from this mode:
Q,,,,-, =-1.54 ±0.10.

(1.42)

Using this value of a in Equations 1.35 and 1.36 implies that the value of J is
approximately ecjual to +2.
The second KTe\' measurement was performed using the decay mode
Ki —e^e~e^e~ . Only a shape analysis was done (Alavi-Harati et al. 2001b).
providing the result:
=-1.1 ±0.6.
Xote that this value is consistent with the result from A'^ —>•

(1.43)
. Because

the second photon in this mode is virtual, r/.] is non-zero. In principle, this makes
Ki —T e'^e~e'^e~ sensitive to the quadratic DIP parameter J. However, due to
the kinematic limits imposed by the small electron mass, in practice the sensitivity
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Figure 1.6: Diagram for the rare decay
—>• e'^e
. This decay serves as
the best available probe of the cjuadratic 3 term of the DIP form factor.

is marginal. A shape analysis fit for 3 yielded the value (Halkiadakis 2001):
=+11.9 ±37.8.

(1.44)

which is certainly consistent with the theoretical prediction, but does nothing to
advance understanding of the

vertex. A different mode must be used to

attempt a measurement of 3. and the most obvious choice is [\\ —>

1.4

Introduction to The Rare Decay

To lowest order, the decay

.

—> e^e~

—y e ~ e ~ proceeds via the virtual two-photon

state shown in Figure 1.6. Because the invariant mass of the muon pair is much
larger than that of the electron pair from

—> e^e~e^e~ . coupling to the

quadratic DIP parameter 3 is theoretically much stronger. Additionally, since the
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decay Ki —r i.ri.r{.rremains unobserved (estimates of the branching ratio are
at the 10"'"^ level (Uy 2002)). Ki —> e~e~f^r^.r is the only mode to have a real
chance to accurately determine 3.
While the outlook seems good from a form factor perspective, it nuist be
remembered that Ki —r e'^e'f.rfr is a rare decay mode. This is mainly because
the interaction requires two conversions, meaning it occurs at an order
than k'l —r

lower

-Additionally, the (relatively) large invariant mass needed to

create a muon pair from one of the virtual photons rec|uires a substantial amount
of phase space available for the decay, suppressing the rate even further. Several of
the models for the

vertex described in Section 1.3.3 offer predictions for

the Kl —> e^e'i-L'^i.r branching ratio - these predictions will be the subject of
the following section.

1.4.1

Branching ratio predictions for A't —r

Kroil-Wada type (phase space) predictions

The QED calculation of .Miyazaki and Takasugi. which ignores CP-violating ef
fects and assumes a momentum-independent form factor, leads to the predic
tion (Miyazaki and Takasugi 1973)':
r(A^^e-00'-) ^
r (Ai,
r -,-, )

^

(1

Using the most recent measurement of the Ki —> ~ ' branching ratio of (5.86 ±
0.15)

x

10""' (Groom et al. 2000b).
Bik't —>

) = (1.66 ±0.04) x 10"^

(1.46)

'The published rate for f {K'i —>• e"^e
) /V {Ki —> - - ) in Table II of this paper i.s
actually 1.42 x 10"''. This is an error: many of the entries in this table are off by a factor of 2.
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Figure 1.7: Graphical representation of o . the angle between the normals to the
electron and muon decay planes in the Ki rest frame.

The extension of this model by L'y allowed for the presence of a CPviolating contribution to the vertex. The sizes of CP-violating and CP-conserving
contributions are respectively parameterized by the momentum-independent form
factor coefficients g and h. The branching ratio, of course, depends on the relative
sizes of these coefficients. The differential rate is given by (Uy 1991)
I

dr{l\i,
ih

) _

—

F ( 7 \ [^/i sin' o + i g / h ) ' [-2 cos- o - i g / h ) sin<7/3 sin ocoso + l.i + i g / h f h

[ i h / c j ) - + 2]

(1.47)
Here o is the angle between the normals to the electron and muon decay planes
in the

rest frame, shown in Figure 1.7. The coefficients F. a. S. rr,. s,. and /,

are known constants (calculated during numerical integration of the QED matrix
element). For the extreme case where h = I. g = 0 (pure CP-conserving), it is
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found that
2.86 X lO-*^
B{Kl —> e^e- ^ r ^ r )

=

where the most recent value for the R ' l —>

(1.68 ± 0.04) x 10-^

(1.48)

branching ratio has again been used.

Note that this result is consistent with the prediction from Miyazaki and Takasugi.
as one would expect. Meanwhile, for the h =0. g = I (pure CP-violating) case.
r [R'L —s- e^e
r(/v,
Bik'L —>

)
)

0.644 X 10-=

(3.78 ± 0.10) x 10-^

(1.49)

The large sensitivity to g comes about because of the last term in the numerator of
the middle line of Eciuation 1.47. The coefficient

turns out to be four orders of

magnitude larger than the other /, s. meaning that turning on even a small, non
zero value of g leads to a significant increase in the rate. Since the differential rate is
sensitive to the amount of CP-violation present, the Ki —r e'^e~f.r branching
r a t i o c a n t h e o r e t i c a l l y b e u s e d t o m e a s u r e t h e c^uantity [ g / h ) - .
In addition to its effect on the branching ratio, any CP-violating contribu
tion to the form factor (non-zero g) will create an asymmetry in the angular distri
bution of the decay products. Due to interference between certain contributions to
the matrix element, such an effect is observed in the decay K[^ —>

An

asymmetry of approximately 13% is present in the distribution sin o cos o. where o
is the angle between the electron and pion decay planes in the h'l rest frame (.\laviHarati et al. 2000). The same distribution (with muons substituting for pions. of
course) can be studied to determine the presence of CP-violating contributions to
R'L —> e^e~i.i*i.r .

Vector Meson Dominance prediction
A \ector Meson Dominance calculation by Quigg and .Jackson assumes that
the

interaction is mediated by a linear combination of vector meson
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states (Quigg and Jackson 1968). Based on the nonet model of pseudoscalar-vertorvector coupling, the interaction Lagrangian contains the term

\ ' = [ p p j C jj — 2oo)i].

(1.50)

This model predicts

r(/u
B{Kl —i-e~e~f.rp~ )

=

(2.34±0.06) x 10"''^.

(1.51)

where CP-violating effects are ignored.

Chiral Perturbation prediction
The Chiral Perturbation calculation of the k'i * * *•* vertex by Zhang and Goity was
carried out to order p^. using the form factor terms given in Equations 1.2S and 1.29.
CP-violating effects enter into the Lagrangian at C7(p')- but are suppressed by the
size of the parameter e (recall that e s: 2 x 10"'). meaning their contribution could
be safely ignored. This led to the prediction (Zhang and Goity 1998)
ru,r(A/:—)•--)

^

,,,.2O±0.25)x10-«

B{k ' i — =

(1.29 ± 0.15) x 10"^

(1.52)

N'ote that this result is smaller than the CP-conserving prediction by Uy given in
Ecjuation 1.48.

DIP prediction
The DIP form factor (Equation 1.32) cannot be used to predict the

—r

e'^e~p~ branching ratio a prion, since it depends on the unknown parameters
a and 3. However, by integrating the differential rate over kinematically allowed
values of

and qj^. the Ki —> e^e~p^p~ branching ratio can be used to extract
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values for the DIP parameters. In terms of photon momentum, this differential rate
can be expressed as

(1.53)
where A and G, were defined in Equations 1.39 and 1.40. and /

comes from

Equation 1.32. This analysis will be done in Chapter 7.

1.4.2

Experimental status of Ki —> e^e~i^r^r

Because the decay I\\ —> e^e~j.r^.r is so rare, experimental measurements have
become possible only recently. The first observation of the decay was announced
by the E799-I collaboration (the predecessor to KTeV) in 1996. Based on a single
event, a branching ratio of
6(/v, —> e^e-i.r^r ) = (2.9:^:1) x 10"'

(1.54)

was published (Gu et al. 1996).
The 1997 run of the KTe\' experiment significantly increased the world
sample of events (KTeV run periods will be described in detail in the following
chapter). Based on a total of 43 observed events, the branching ratio was measured
to be (Alavi-Harati et al. 2001c)
5(/\L —>•

) = (2.62 ± 0.40stat ± 0.17syst) x lO"'"".

(1.55)

However, because of the limited size of the dataset. no attempt was made to extract
any DIP form factor information.
A final run of the KTe\' experiment was approved for 1999. providing the
chance to collect even more events from this important decay mode.
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1.5

Dissertation Overview

The analysis described in this dissertation is based on the entire KTeV dataset. In
addition to reexamining the data leading to the 1997 result given earlier, an analysis
of data from the 1999 run will be presented for the first time. Using the total dataset.
a new value for the A'/. —e^p~ii~i.r branching ratio is extracted. A new limit on
the branching ratio for the lepton flavor-violating counterpart

—r e-e-i.ri.i~

will also be calculated. Measurements of the DIP A'^ ' *'' form factor parameters
a and 3. as well as a limit on CP—violating contributions to the R'i ~ '

vertex,

will also be presented.
The following chapter will describe the KTe\' beamline and detector, while
the KTe\' trigger system will be outlined in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4. the software
algorithms used to reconstruct events are discussed. The KTeV monte carlo, used
to simulate events in the detector, is the topic of Chapter 5. The branching ratio
analysis, along with detailed descriptions of associated systematic errors, is pre
sented in Chapter 6. Finally. Chapter 7 is devoted to the extraction of the A'^ - * -'
form factor parameters.
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CHAPTER 2

The KTeV Experiment

The name "KTeV" stands for "kaons at the Tevatron". and actually represents
two distinct experiments. E832 was designed to metisure the direct CP-violating
parameter' •R.e{e'/e) to a precision on the order of 10""'.

E799. while primarily

approved to search for the direct CP-violating decay K l —> -^e'e~. also provided
an opportunity to study a wide range of rare kaon and hyperon decays.
The configuration of the KTeV beamline and detector varied slightly be
tween the two experiments. The main difference was the use of an active regenerator
in ES32 in order to deliver simultaneous, parallel Ki and Ks beams to the exper
iment. This regenerator was removed for E799 running, leaving two parallel Ki
beams. Absorber and collimator settings also differed sonaewhat between the two
experiments. The following analysis is based on data collected while running in the
E799 configuration, which will be discussed in detail over the following pages.
The E799 experiment was broken into three run periods, depicted in Fig
ure 2.1. The first period, known as the Winter run. spanned from late .January to
late March of 1997. The Summer run started in late .July and lasted until early
September of 1997. These two periods arc known collectively as the 1997 run.
This was followed by a two year downtime, which allowed for significant detec
tor upgrades. The final run started in mid-Septemer of 1999 and lasted through
mid-.January of 2000 — this period is referred to as the 1999 run.
^Direct CP-violation occurs when the pure CP-odd A'-j decays directly into the CP-even two
pion final state. This is to be compared to the phenomenon of indirect CP-violation, described
in Section 1.2. in which the mostly CP-odd A'/, decays to two pions.
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Figure 2.1: Calendar depicting the three run periods of the KTe\' E799 experiment:
Winter. Summer, and 1999.

2.1

Creation of the K l beams

The KTe\" experiment was located on the Xeutrino-Muon (XM) fixed-target beamline at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, better known as Fermilab. At the
heart of Fermilab is the Tevatron. a circular proton/anti-proton accelerator capable
of reaching energies of up to 1 Te\' per beam. It is here that the description of the
KTe\' beam begins.

2.1.1

The proton beam

Protons were accelerated in the Tevatron to an energ\- of 800 Ge\' before being
delivered to the XM beamline.

The time reciuired for this acceleration was 40

seconds, referred to as the off-spill period. After acceleration, the protons were
delivered continuously for a period referred to as on-sptll. or simply the spill. During
the 1997 run. the spill lasted for 20 seconds. Improvements to the beamline magnets
prior to the 1999 run allowed for stretching this period to 40 seconds. leading to a
large improvement in duty cycle for the experiment.
Protons were delivered from the Tevatron in 1 — 2 ns pulses, spaced by 19
ns. A copy of this 56 MHz beam RF signal was sent to KTe\' in order to synchronize
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the timing of the various detectors. Beam intensity varied over the course of the
experiment. Typically, between 2 and 4 x 10'- protons were delivered per spill for
1997; during the 1999 run the intensity was increased to 6 — 10 x 10'- protons
per spill. Note that due to the longer on-spill period used in the later run. the
instantaneous intensities were roughly eciual between 1997 and 1999.
After being focused to a width of less than 250 /mi. the proton beam was
directed onto a BeO target housed in a beamline enclosure known as XM2. The
composition of the target was chosen for resistance to thermal stresses. The center
of the target served as the origin of the KTe\' coordinate system, with the -l-r axis
parallel to the downstream beam direction, and +ij pointing upward towards the
ceiling. The -fx direction was chosen to complete a right-handed system.
The target presented a 3 mm scjuare cross-section in the x — y plane and
extended 30 cm in c. corresponding to 1.1 proton interaction lengths: optimal for
kaon production. Furthermore, the incident proton l^eam was directed downwards
with respect to the

axis at an angle of 4.S nirad. This angle was chosen to

maximize the kaon to neutron production ratio.
A target monitor was contructed to detect accidental beam interactions
unrelated to kaon decays. Located 1.8 m away from the target and aligned perpen
dicular to the beam direction, this monitor consisted of three sec[uential scintillator
counters that viewed the target through a hole in its shielding. A coincidence in
the three counters fired an accidental trigger, and the event was recorded for later
use in monte carlo simulations. These accidental overlays are discussed in detail in
Section 5.6. The amount of accidental activity per event was roughly proportional
to the intensity of the incident beam.
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2.1.2

The NM2 enclosure

The beam exiting the target contained some neutral kaons. but consisted mostly
of undesired particles such as protons, pions. nuions. and photons. Most of the
beamline elements in the XM2 enclosure were designed to rid the beam of these
particles and collimate the remaining beam into the desired shape. A schematic of
the enclosure is shown in Figure 2.2.
The first element, known as the target sweeper, was used to deflect remain
ing protons into a beam dump. The target sweeper extended from 0.6 to 4.4 m in
r. and imparted a transverse momentum (P,) kick of 475 Me\'/c to the protons in
the —I) direction. The primary proton dump, a 4.5 m block of water-cooled copper,
was offset in /y to receive the deflected protons.
Downstream of the primary proton dump was i.isweepl.

This magnet

spanned from 12.3 to 17.S ni in r. and imparted a Pi kick of .3806 Me\'/c in the +.r
direction to muons in order to sweep them out of the beam.
The Pb absorber, a 3 inch (14 radiation length) lead wall, was placed at
c = 19 m in order to convert photons in the beam to electron-positron pairs.
Inunediately downstream of this wall was the primary collimator, used to initially
shape the k'i parallel beams. The collimator consisted of a 2 m long brass and
steel block with two tapered, rectangular holes. The center-lines of these holes lay
in the .r — c plane and pointed back to the target, separated by an angle of 1.6
mrad. During the Winter run. the openings at the downstream face of the primary
collimator measured LIS x 1.29 cm. They were enlarged to 1.62 x 1.73 cm for the
Summer and 1999 runs.
-•Vt r = 21.S m the beams entered a vacuum region, capped at the upstream
end by a 0.005 inch thick titanium window. .Just inside of this region was f.isweep2.
a 6 m long magnet used to sweep away charged particles created from interactions
in the Pb absorber, primary collimator, and the titanium window. For the Winter
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run. i-isu'eep2 was set to a Pt kick of 3135 MeV'/c. The kick was lowered to 1854
MeX'/c for the Summer and 1999 runs.
The spin rotator dipole stretched from 30.5 to 36.5 m in c. This magnet
was used to select the polarization state of

and A° particles for hyperon studies.

The spin rotator had no effect on the spinless K^s.
The slab collimator was a 2 m long, tapered, stainless steel block starting
at c = 38.8 m. This collimator was initially used in the Winter run to prevent
crossover between the two beams, though it was found to be unnecessary and was
removed before the start of the Summer run.
A 6 m thick iron beam stop was located at 46.4 m. The beam stop was
inserted as a safety measure during accesses to the experiment, and was also used
to create muon beams for special detector calibration runs.
Final shaping of the neutral beams was done by the defining collimator, a
3 m long tungsten and iron block starting at r = 85 m. Tapered holes provided
openings at the downstream face measuring 4.4 cm scjuare for the Winter run. and
5.2 cm square for the Summer and 1999 runs. After exiting the block, the beams
passed through the final sweeper, a 3 m long magnet designed to remove charged
particles from interactions within the defining collimator or from upstream decays.
At this point, formation of the neutral beams was complete. The beam
composition was about 3:1 neutron to K^. with small fractions of remaining A'^.
A°. and

(Bocean et al. 1998). The neutral hadron rate was measured to be

between 25 and 50 MHz.

2.2

The KTeV Detector

A schematic of the KTeV detector is given in Figure 2.3. The main components of
the detector are outlined in the following sections.

Analysis Magnet

Photon Veto Detectors

Muon
Filter .
TRD

20 cml

/-

I

Muon
Counters

Csl
i

Vacuum Decay Region
2

beams

Vacuum Window

I '
Drift
Chambers
_l_

100

Trigger
Hodoscopes
Hadron Veto
with Lead Wall

__1

T20

140

->

160

Distance from Target (m)

180
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Spectrometer element

-- (m)

DCl
DC2
Analysis magnet
DC3
DC4

159.4
165.6
170.0
174.6
180.5

Dimensions, x x /; (m)
1.30
1.64
2.90
1.74
1.90

X
X
X
X
X

1..30
1.44
2.00
1.64
1.90

Table 2.1: c positions and dimensions of KTe\' spectrometer elements.

2.2.1

Vacuum region

The vacuum region was a 65 m long tank that defined the fiducial volume for
decays. This tank was maintained at a pressure of 1 ^iTorr. \eto counters ringed
the interior of the tank in order to detect particles escaping the fiducial volume
(more details on the KTeV veto systems are provided in Section 2.2.S).
The downstream end of the vacuum region was sealed by a 1.8 m diameter
Mylar-laminated. Kevlar window. Kevlar was needed to withstand the enormous
force exerted on the window by atmospheric pressure, while Mylar was chosen to
reduce permeability of the window to air. This combination led to a total window
thickness of only 0.0015 radiation lengths.

2.2.2

Spectrometer

To measure the momenta and charges of charged particles from K l decays. KTe\'
used a spectrometer consisting of four drift chambers and an analysis magnet. The
c positions and dimensions of these spectrometer elements are given in Table 2.1.
Helium bags were hung between the spectrometer elements to reduce the probabil
ities of multiple scattering, photon conversions, and beam interactions in air.
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Analysis magnet
The analysis magnet produced a field along the ij axis with a strength on the order of
0.5 T. In 1997. the field was tuned such that relativistic charged particles traveling
perpendicular to the plane of the magnet received a Pt kick of 205 MeX'/c in the
X — c plane'. In order to increase the defector acceptance for four-track decay
modes, the field was lowered to provide a kick of 150 MeV/c for the 1999 run. This
cut down on the number of "soft" particles that were kicked outside of the fiducial
volume of the experiment by the analysis magnet. The polarity of the field was
flipped regularly to cancel out any possible .systematic effects.

Drift chambers
The drift chambers were strung with 25 /mi diameter gold-plated tungsten field
(cathode) wires and 100 /mi diameter gold-plated aluminum sense (anode) wires.
The sense wires were arranged to form plane pairs: two parallel planes, offset by a
half-wire in order to resolve left-right ambiguity. This arrangement formed hexag
onal cells measuring 12.7 mm across (see Figure 2.4). Each drift chamber contained
two plane pairs. The wires of the upstream pair, known as the x view, were aligned
parallel to the ij axis, while the ij view wires were aligned parallel to the x axis.
Mylar windows were mounted on the drift chambers to seal in the drift
gas. The gas mixtiu'e consisted of ec[ual parts argon and ethane, along with approx
imately 1% isopropyl alcohol. The alcohol absorbed ultraviolet light, which was
found to cause deposits on the chamber wires. During the 1997 runs, the field wires
were held at voltages between 2450 and 2600 V with respect to the sense wires, cor
responding to an electron drift speed of approximately 50 /:mi/ns and a drift time
of less than 200 ns. During the two-year downtime, the sense wires were cleaned,
and components on the chamber-mounted electronics cards were upgraded. These
"These values for the Pt kicks are approximate. Exact values were calibrated on a regular basis
by measuring the reconstructed invariant mass distributions from I\i —>
decays.
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Figure 2.4: ij view schematic of the field and sense wire arrangement within a drift
chamber.
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improvements allowed for running the chambers at higher gain with lower voltages
during the 1999 run. typically between 2350 and 2450 \' (Corcoran ). Running at
lower voltages is advantageotis because noise levels are significantly reduced. Signals
collected on the chamber sense wires were amplified and discriminated by custom
chamber-mounted electronics before being digitized by time-to-digital converter
(TDC) modules operating in common-stop mode.

Calibration
In order to reconstruct particle tracks, it was necessary to map the time information
from the TDC modules into distances within the chamber cells. Special nms were
taken to generate these XT maps. During these runs, the beam stop was inserted
to block neutral particles, the analysis magnet was turned off. and the settings
for the sweeper magnets in X .\r2 were adjusted to allow charged particles to enter
the detector. This resulted in a beam of straight-through muons that were used
for online calibration and alignment purposes: these runs were therefore known as
muon runs. For the more precise offline calibration. K —r rceu (also called A^j)
events were used to generate the XT maps.

Resolution
The overall momentum resolution of the spectrometer was found to be
= 0.387c ~ 0.0167c P.

(2.1)

with P measured in Ge\'/c (Hanagaki 1998). The first term in this e.\pre.ssion
results from multiple scattering effects, and the second is from the finite resolution
of measured hit positions (about 100 //m) within the chambers.
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2.2.3

Transition radiation detectors

Pion-electron discrimination is very important in certain analyses (the search for
Ki —)• n°e~e~. for example). .A. transition radiation detector (TRD) was used to
assist in particle identification. The KTe\' TRD system consisted of eight planes,
the first located at c = ISl.l ni with the remaining planes staggered at .31 cm
intervals. Each plane contained a polypropylene felt radiator followed by a niuitiwire
proportional counter (MWPC). Discrimination was based on the X-ray signature
detected by the MWPCs. providing pion rejection ratios of up to 300:1 with 9091;
electron efficiency (Solomey 1998). The TRD system was not used in this analysis.

2.2.4

Trigger liodoscopes

The Level 1 trigger (discussed in the following chapter) reciuired information re
garding the existence of charged particles on a much faster timescale than the drift
chambers could provide (recall that the maximum electron drift time in the cham
bers was approximately 200 ns). For this reason, two sequential trigger hodoscope
planes, designated V (upstream plane) and I'' (downstream plane), were placed at
c = 184 ni. These planes measured 1.9 m square and consisted of 1 cm thick .scin
tillator paddles, each paddle being viewed by a photomultiplier (PMT) tube. The
two planes contained different numbers and sizes of paddles, designed to prevent
cracks between paddles that would be visible to incident particles. 14 cm square
beam holes were cut in each plane to decrease the number of beam interactions,
reduce trigger rates, and prevent radiation damage to the calorimeter. Schematics
of the V and V planes are given in Figure 2.5.

2.2.5

Electromagnetic calorimeter

The KTeV electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter was located two meters downstream
of the trigger hodoscopes. at c = 186 m. It consisted of 3100 0.5 m long blocks of

0(

V

V

bank

Figure 2.5: V and V trigger hodoscope planes.

pure Csl crystal stacked in a 1.9 ni sciuare array. 868 larger blocks (5 cm scjuare)
were used to form the outside of the array, while 2232 smaller blocks (2.5 cm sciuare)
were used for the interior region, where greater position resolution was needed. Two
15 cm sciuare holes allowed the neutral beams to pass through without damaging
the crystals (see Figure 2.6 (Alavi-Harati 1999)).
The depth of the array is equivalent to 27 radiation lengths, ensuring that
most EM showers were completely contained within the calorimeter. The array
depth also translates to 1.4 nuclear interaction lengths, giving a probability of ap
proximately 30'X that a charged pion would hadronically interact and shower within
the calorimeter.

Csl crystals
The light yield in a Csl crystal was measured to be about 20 photoelectrons per
MeV deposited (Roodman 1997). There are two components to this scintillation
light. The "fast" contribution peaks at a wavelength of 305 nm and falls off with

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the KTeV electromagnetic calorimeter. .3100 pure Csl
crystals were used in the array.
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a decay time of 25 ns. The origin of the fast component has only recently been
discovered: a radiative decay of self-trapped excitons (STEs), dominated by the
contribution from the off-center 4.3 eV STE state (Xishimura et al. 1995). The
"slow" component peaks at 480 nm and decays on the ^zs scale. Minimally ionizing
particles (MIPs) traveling parallel to the crystal axis deposit approximately 320
MeV of energy in the crystal (Prasad 2002).
Scintillation response along the length of the crystals was found to be some
what non-uniform, the magnitude varying from crystal to crystal. To compen.sate
for this effect, the crystals were wrapped in 13 /mi thick black and/or reflective my
lar coverings. The type and placement of covering was determined by studying the
longitudinal scintillation response of each crystal individually. With the wrappings,
these responses were measured to be uniform to within 59c (Shawhan 2000).

Optical readout
-A. RTV rubber cookie was used to optically couple the crystals to their respective
PMTs. In certain instances, an opacjue mask was used to compensate for variation
of light output from crystal to crystal. In addition, a filter was placed on the cookie
to block the slow component of the scintillation light, in order to prevent pileup.
The large crystals were coupled to 6-stage Hamamatsu 1.5 inch R5330
PMTs. while 5-stage 0.75 inch R5364 Hamamatsu tubes were used to view the
small crystals. The operating voltages of these PMTs were individually chosen to
tune the thresholds for the Hardware Cluster Counter (discussed in Section 3.2.1).
but typically varied between 900 and 1500 \'. The signal at the final dynode stage of
the PMT was picked off for use by the Etotal system of the Level 1 trigger, discussed
in Section 3.1.2. The anode signal was sent to a DPMT board for digitization.
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DPMTs and digitization
The DPMT (digital PMT) board was designed to digitize and buffer the anode
signal from the calorimeter PMTs. The board contained an S-bit flash analog-todigital converter (ADC), and two custom chips: the charge integrator and encoder
(QIE) and the driver-buffer-clock (DBC).
The QIE divided the signal current from the PMT among eight capacitors.
each receiving a different fraction of the current (//2. //4

//256). The voltage

acro.ss each capacitor was integrated and compared to a reference voltage to deter
mine which value was in range. This voltage was then digitized by the flash .-VDC
and stored as a mantissa. A 3-bit e.xponent containing the selected range was also
stored.
Four such circuits were present in each QIE. They were activated in roundrobin fashion each RF bucket. The circuit number, along with the mantissa and
exponent, formed a data word that was written to a FIFO (first-in, first-out) buffer
in the DBC. This buffer had a depth of 32 words, and was read out only if certain
Level 1 trigger conditions were satisfied. In this case, the data were sent to a
custom \'ME pipeline and sparsification system. The sparsification process removed
a channel from the readout list if the energy in that channel was less than a given
threshold, greatly reducing the amount of memory reciuired to describe an event.
Data were read out from the \"ME pipeline only if the event passed the Level 2
trigger.

Calibration
Light pulses from a dye laser were distributed to each crystal via optical fiber.
During normal running, the laser flashed continuously at constant intensity. These
quiescent laser flashes were used to flag time-dependent calorimeter problems (drift
ing PMT gain, for example). During special runs, known as laser scans, the entire
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DPMT dynamic range was scanned by slowly turning a variable filter wheel in front
of the laser source. The laser flashes were also sent to several highly linear PIX
diodes, providing a reference. The relationship between the charge as seen by the
PIN diode and the flash ADC output from the DPMT was found to be linear: the
slope and offset for each DPMT range were extracted as calibration constants.
The next step was to find the conversion factor from charge to energy for
each channel (known as the Q/E constant). This was done by studying the ratio
E/p of calibration /vg.} electrons. Here E is the electron energy deposited in the
calorimeter, and p is the corresponding momentum as measured by the spectrome
ter. Since these relativistic electrons were expected to deposit all of their energy in
the EM calorimeter, their E/p should be 1.
The Q / E calibration was an iterative process. .A-n initial guess was made
at the value of the Q/E constant for a given channel. The E/p for every calibration
electron that hit that channel was calculated and histogrammed. Based on the
mean of the resulting distribution, another guess was made at the constant and
the process was repeated. Figure 2.7 shows the E/p for all calibration electrons in
all channels after five such iterations. Note that the mean of the distribution has
converged to the expected value of 1.

Resolution
The overall energy resolution of the spectrometer was found to be

with E measured in Ge\' (Shawhan 2000). The constant term is caused by an
amalgam of effects, such as light leakage, noise, and uncorrected non-uniformities.
The second term results from the photostatistics of the scintillation light.

For

reference, the mean electron energy from Kl —> e'^e~decays is about 16
GeV.
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The position resolution was measured to be approximately 1 mm in the
small crystals, and about l.S nmi in the large crystals. The method used to deter
mine position in the calorimeter will be discussed in Section 4.2.3.

2.2.6

Hadron anti

A 10 cm thick lead wall was located just downstream of the calorimeter (see Fig
ure 2.S). This wall served two purposes: it absorbed any EM shower leakage out of
the back of the calorimeter, and it induced hadronic showers for detection by the
hadron anti (HA). The HA was a single plane of 28 scintillator paddles, measuring
2.24 m sc[uare. The analog sum of HA channels was discriminated and sent to the
trigger, providing a veto on hadronic activity. The HA was not used in this analysis.
Directly Ijehind the HA was a 1 m thick steel wall. Known as MUFl (nmon
filter 1). this wall protected the HA from backsplash off of the neutral beam dump
located further downstream. Holes were cut in the lead wall and the HA to allow
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Figure 2.8: y view of the KTe\' detector downstream of the EM calorimeter.

for passage of the neutral beams.

2.2.7

Muon identification system

A 3 m deep steel wall known as MLT2 .served as the neutral beam dump. Directly
downstream of MUF2 was a bank of 56 scintillator paddles. Called MU2. this bank
served as a muon veto. The paddles in MU2 overlapped by 1 cm in order to prevent
muons from passing undetected through any cracks (see Figure 2.9).
Following .\IU2 was another filter, aim thick steel wall known as ML'F3.
Finally, at the tail end of the experiment (c = 196.4 m) were two muon identifi
cation planes. MU3Y and MU3X (known collectively as MU3). These planes each
contained 40 non-overlapping, 15 cm wide scintillator paddles. The paddles of
\IU3\' were aligned parallel to the .r axis, and vice versa. These planes are also
depicted in Figure 2.9.
Taken together, the lead wall and the three muon filters add up to a total
of 31 nuclear interaction lengths, translating to a 0.5% probability that a hadronic
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shower from a 20 Ge\7c pion could leak through to MU3. The momentum threshold
for a muon reaching MU3 was found to be approximately 7 Ge\'/c (Quinn 2000).

2.2.8

Photon vetos

Several different types of detectors were employed to veto on particles escaping the
fiducial volume of the e.xperiment. Within the vacuum region were five nng coun
ters. labeled RC6-10. These had a roimd outer perimeter to fit flush against the
inner wall of the vacuum tank, and a rectangular inner perimeter (see Figure 2.10).
The RCs were segmented azimuthally into 16 overlapping paddles. Each paddle
contained 24 lead-scintillator layers for a total of 16 radiation lengths. The paddles
were individually instrumented with PMTs. The spectrometer antis (S.-\2-4) sur
rounded drift chambers 2 through 4. while the Csl anti (CI.A.) framed the face of
the calorimeter. These rectangular detectors were also segmented into 16 radiation
length thick paddles. .A. typical SA is also shown in Figure 2.10. If at least 0.5 Ge\'
of in-time energy- was deposited in any paddle of the RCs. SAs. or CIA. a signal
was sent to the Level 1 trigger to be used as a veto.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of tiie CA on the calorimeter face. The blocks represent the
small crystals of the inner region of the calorimeter.

The collar anti (CA) was designed to veto on particles that hit the face of
the calorimeter near the beam holes. This was a concern because leakage of EM
shower energy- into a hole could lead to a mismeasurement of the shower energy.
The CA consisted of two 1.5 cm wide square rings that framed the beam holes on
the face of the calorimeter (see Figure 2.11). The rings were constructed from 3
tungsten-scintillator layers, for a total of 9.7 radiation lengths. Each segment of
the rings was individually instrumented with a PMT and read out. If at least 14
Ge\" of in-time energy was deposited in any segment, a veto signal was sent to the
Level 1 trigger.
The back anti. (BA) was located on the face of MUF2. in the beam region.
The purpose of the BA was to veto on particles that escaped down the beam holes.
Thirty lead-scintillator layers (equivalent to about 30 radiation lengths or one nu
clear interaction length) were divided longitudinally into three modules in order to
distinguish between electromagnetic and hadronic particles based on the observed
shower shape. The BA was not used in this analysis.
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CHAPTER 3

The KTeV Trigger and Event Selection

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2. the neutral hadron rate in the KTe\' beams was
found to be as high as 50 MHz. with a 3;1 neutron to kaon ratio. Due to the
long lifetime of the A'^. only about 59c decayed within the fiducial region of the
detector (Quinn 2000). This still translates to a A'/, decay rate on the order of
1 MHz - far too high for the data acquisition system (DAQ) to handle. For this
reason, a three-tiered trigger was used to select events of interest. This system was
able to reduce the event rate by three orders of magnitude, down to the order of 1
kHz.

3.1

Level 1

The Level 1 (LI) trigger system processed the fastest signals, usually PMT puLses.
from the KTeV detector elements. LI was clocked by the Tevatron RF. meaning
that the system was ready to make a trigger decision every 19 ns bucket. For this
reason. LI is classified as a deadtimeless trigger.
The detectors used by Ll sent their trigger decision signals (also known as
sources) to an array of programmable logic modules. Cable delays were employed to
ensure that all of the sources arrived at the modules simultaneously. These modules
held memory lookup tables, downloaded through a CAMAC interface at the start
of each data collection run. Logical combinations of trigger sources were compared
to the tables to determine if an event passed Ll.
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A total of SO LI sources were used, most coming from the detectors de
scribed in Chapter 2. The remaining sources require some extra description.

3.1.1

Beam timing sources

Two beam timing sources were transmitted from the Tevatron to Li. The first,
known as GATE, was sent when the beam was on-spill. The second signal. NEU
TRINO PING (XP). was turned on when beam was being delivered to ES15. an
experiment on an adjacent beamline. Due to occasional beam leakage into the XM
beamline. the XP source was used as a veto.

3.1.2

Etotal

The Etotal system accepted signals from the final dynode stage of the calorimeter
PMTs. The system had three functions;

• formation of the total analog sum of the dynode signals for all 3100 Csl chan
nels. This sum represented the total amount of in-time energy deposited in
the calorimeter during an event. The sum was sent to a nuilti-channel XTM
discriminator for comparison to four preset thresholds. The logical outputs
from the discriminator, named ETl-4. were used as LI sources.
• generation of an HOC bit for a channel if the amount of in-time energy de
posited in the channel e.xceeded a preset threshold. These bits were used as
inputs to the Hardware Cluster Counter, a Level 2 processor described in
Section 3.2.1.
• monitoring circuitry mounted on the Etotal boards allowed experimenters
in the KTeV control room to view the dynode signal from any calorimeter
PMT on a dedicated oscilloscope. This was used for diagnosing calorimeter
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problems (bad PMTs. PMT bases, or poor connections to Etotal) without
having to access the experiment.

There were three tiers to the Etotal system. Sixty first level sum boards were split
into four custom, water-cooled V'ME crates. Each of these boards received up to
56 dynode inputs. The outputs included the HCC bits, a monitoring signal (if
activated), and the analog sum over the input channels. These sums were sent to
four quadrant sum hoards, which then passed their output sums to the full sum
board.
During the 1997 run. the four Etotal thresholds were set to 10. 18. 25.
and 38 GeV. For 1999. ETl was bumped up to II GeV. and ET2 was lowered to
16 GeV. Figure 3.1 shows a plot of these Etotal thresholds taken from the online
monitoring system during the 1999 run. These thresholds tended to drift somewhat
over time, as radiation damage to the calorimeter accumulated over the course of
the run. Since this damage led to less scintillation light from the Csl crystals, over
time the PMT pulse height dropped for a given energy, resulting in a gradual rise
of the Etotal thresholds. Figure 3.2 shows the drift of the ET3 threshold through
the 1999 run. The thresholds were periodically returned to their nominal values
by either tuning the discrimination levels on the NIM module, or by increasing the
high voltage on the calorimeter PMTs. The latter procedure was known as gain
matching, and will be discussed further in Section 3.2.1. \ariations in the values
of the Etotal thresholds were modeled in the KTe\' rnonte carlo, the subject of
Chapter 5.

3.1.3

DC-ORs

The LI trigger was able to use information from the two upstream spectrometer
drift chambers, despite the lengthy 200 ns maxinmm drift time. This was done by
recognizing that since a particle track always passes between two sense wires, one
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of the two resulting hits should arrive in less than half the maximum drift time.
By taking the logical OR of the sense wires, hit information could then be passed
along to Ll on a sufficiently fast timescale. These sources were therefore known as
DC-ORs (drift chamber ORs).
The sense wires in the x and // views were grouped into 16 paddles. The
logical OR of each paddle was taken and sent to a central controller, which counted
the number of hit paddles in each view of a chamber. These counts were then passed
along to Ll. The DC-ORs were credited with cutting the Ll output rate by over a
factor of two (Alexopolous et al. 1994).

3.2

Level 2

The output rate from Ll averaged about 75 kHz. Elements of the Level 2 trigger
(L2) utilized hardware processors to analyze the topology- of an event and reduce
the event rate to approximately 10 kHz. These processors required between O.S
and 2.5 {.is to analyze an event. While L2 was processing, new events accepted
by Ll were inhibited, meaning that L2 caused the trigger system to be dead for a
fraction of the time. Outputs from the processors were sent to the L2 state machine,
which issued a decision on whether to abort (requiring another 0.5 f.is to reset the
L2 processors) or accept the event. In the case of an accept, the event was fully
digitized and buffered for readout by Level 3 of the trigger.
The three L2 processors tised in this analysis, the Hardware Cluster
Counter, the DC Hit Counters, and the \'-Track Finder, are described below.

3.2.1

Hardware Cluster Counter

A count of the number of electromagnetic showers found in the calorimeter can
provide important information about an event. For example, the ultra-rare direct
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CP-violating mode A'/. —•

contains four EM particles in the final state.

Recjuiring at least' four showers in the trigger for this mode would significantly cut
down the rate by excluding many other less interesting two-track decays.
The Hardware Cluster Counter (HCC) employed an innovative pattern
recognition algorithm and parallel processing to calculate the number of EM show
ers in under 2 f.is (Bown et al. 1996). 3100 HCC bits were used as inputs. These
bits and the clustering algorithm that uses them will now be discussed in detail.

HCC bits
As described in Section 3.1.2. an HCC bit was generated by the Etotal system for a
calorimeter channel if the in-time energy deposited in the channel (measured at the
final dynode stage of the channel's PMT) exceeded a preset threshold, nominally 1
Ge\'. Threshold decisions were made by comparator chips located on the first level
Etotal sum boards. A typical HCC threshold profile is shown in Figure 3.3.
Thresholds could be adjusted on a channel-by-channel basis by changing
the high voltage on the individual calorimeter PMTs. This procedure was called
gain matching, and was performed every few months to counter gain loss from
radiation damage to the calorimeter. Figure 3.4 shows the obvious improvement in
the HCC threshold distribution for all 3100 calorimeter channels before and after
gain matching.
Because the Etotal system set HCC bits based on the amount of in'time
energy in the calorimeter channels, drift in the phase of the Tevatron RF signal had
an effect on the measured HCC thresholds and turn-on widths. This is because
lower energy dynode pulses cross the comparator threshold later than higher energy
pulses. If the in-time window for a given channel is in the wrong place, low energy
pulses wouldn't generate an HCC bit. effectively raising the value of the channel's
'This flexibility
activity.

allows for extra showers from hard bremsstrahlung photons or accidental
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HCC threshold (see Figure 3.5). The window widths were dependent on individual
channel characteristics, but were typically between 6 and 10 ns. The width was less
than the full RF period of 19 ns to allow for setup and hold time reciuirements and
signal propagation delays from electronic components on the first level sum boards.
The relative location of the in-time window was dictated by the phase of the global
Tevatron RF. which clocks Ll. as well as by individual characteristics (PMT speed,
dynode signal cable length, etc.) that varied from channel to channel. In addition,
since the intrinsic width of the HCC turn-on curve for a given channel was caused
by jitter in pulse arrival times, late dynode pulses also led to larger turn-on widths.
Unfortunately, the phase of the Tevatron RF. as meaured at LI. drifted con
siderably over the course of a run. as much as ±3 ns from its nominal value. Certain
channels were very susceptible to these variations in terms of their HCC threshold
and width, as shown in Figure 3.6. A list of the 160 most susceptible channels was
compiled at the end of the 1997 run (Bown et al. 1997). These channels had their
dynode signal cables trimmed between 1.5 to 4 ns. depending on the severity of the
instability. This had the effect of shifting the in-time windows for these channels
onto a plateau. Because of this. HCC threshold and width distributions were more
stable in 1999.
Retriggering capability was also a concern. In some channels, very large
dynode pulses would not return to ground by the start of the next RF bucket. This
effect was due to stray capacitances that varied from channel to channel. If the large
pulse were followed in the next Isucket by a pulse barely above threshold, there was a
chance that an HCC bit would not be set for the smaller signal. The HCC threshold
values for these channels were therefore biased upwards: a 50 GeV pulse effectively
increased the threshold of the following bucket by 1 GeV (Kabassian et al. 1994).
The susceptible channels were located using a laser scan, and a simulation of this
retriggering inefficiency was added to the monte carlo.
Shortly after the beginning of the Winter run. it was discovered that two
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Figure 3.5: (a) Higher (solid) and lower (dashed) energy dynode pulses, as seen by
a comparator on a first level Etotal sum board. In this example, both pulses e.\ceed
the comparator threshold. Note that the higher energy pulse crosses threshold
earlier, (b) Comparator output. Because the leading edge of the output from the
higher energy pulse occurs during the in-time window, an HCC bit would be set for
the channel. The lower energy output misses the in-time window, meaning no HCC
bit would be set. The overall HCC threshold for this channel is therefore biased
towards a higher value. The relative location of the in-time window can be shifted
either by changing the global RF phase to LI. or by shortening the length of the
dynode cable for the channel.
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Figure 3.6; HCC thresholds and turn-on widths vs. RF phase as measured at Ll.
The nominal phase is 0 ns. Channel 844 (left) nominally sits in an unstable region
- a small negative shift in the phase would lead to large shifts in HCC threshold
and width. This channel had its dynode cable trimmed by 3 ns in order to move its
nominal position onto the plateau. A normal channel. 1042, is shown for comparison
(right). The nominal position of this channel is on the stable plateau.
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cables carrying HCC bits from Etotal to the HCC were swapped. This resulted
in erroneous HCC output for events in which one of the sixteen affected channels
were part of a cluster. While this mistake was simulated in the monte carlo, data
from this period (which amounted to less than 0.59c of the total 1997 dataset) were
generally not used in E799 analyses.
During the Summer rim. the water cooling system servicing the Etotal
crates failed. This caused the first level sum boards to overheat, damaging many of
the comparator chips. The damaged chips would output spurious signals, setting an
HCC bit even if there was insufficient energy in the affected channel. These hot bits
therefore biased the cluster count". About b7c of the channels were affected at any
one time. These hot bits were simulated in the Sunmier monte carlo. The affected
comparators were replaced before the start of the 1999 run. and a temperature
interlock system was installed to prevent the Etotal system from overheating again.
Because of these changes, the rate of hot bits was effectively zero during the 1999
run.

HCC clustering
The HCC bits from a shower formed clusters, as shown in Figure 3.7. By counting
these clusters, the HCC was able to determine the number of EM showers. The
counting was done by recognizing that four right turns are needed to traverse the
perimeter of any cluster of rectangular blocks. The total number of right turns
in the entire array is therefore eciual to four times the total number of clusters.
Right turns were quantified by breaking the array into 2 x 2 groups of blocks. All
possible combinations of HCC bits in these groups are shown in Figure .3.8. The
HCC processed all 2 x 2 groups in the calorimeter array, assigning each group a
weight. The sum of these weights was then divided by four, and passed to the L2
"Since the cluster count was biased upwards, the hot bits problem did not lead to a loss of
events. Because of this, the HCC was left in the trigger for the remainder of the run.
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Figure 3.7: Examples of clusters from EM shower energy deposited in the calorime
ter. Blocks with their HCC bit on are denoted by heavy black boxes. The two
clusters found by the HCC are circled. The other activity in the calorimeter is
out-of-time: therefore, these blocks do not have their HCC bits on. and no clusters
are found there. The energy scale in this event display spans almost three orders of
magnitude.
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Hit block patterns

! 1H

Pattern weight
0: No turns
+1: One right turn

9BE9
NS
EH H 3 E

- I : One left turn
+2: Two right turns
0: No turns

Figure 3.8: Possible HCC bit patterns and corresponding weights for a 2 x 2 group
of blocks. Filled blocks represent those with their HCC bit on. Note that the -1-2
patterns could also be viewed as having no right turns - the degeneracy was broken
in favor of 4-2 in order to correctly count events in which two clusters touch at the
corner.
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trigger as a four-bit source (allowing for 8 clusters and an overflow bit).
Some regions of the array recjuired special consideration. Groups straddling
the large-small block boundary were handled by treating a large block as four small
ones. The beam holes were considered to be filled with "ghost" blocks, needed to
find clusters around the hole edges. The HCC bits for the ghost blocks were, of
course, always off. A single row of ghost blocks also bordered the outside edge of
the array, to allow for cluster finding along the outer perimeter of the calorimeter.
One problem with the HCC algorithm is that if a block with no HCC bit is
surrounded by hit blocks, no cluster will be found. These ""doughnut" patterns yield
no clusters because the four right turns from the outer perimeter cancel out the four
left turns from the inner perimeter. However, monte carlo studies of

—r 7r°7r°

decays have shown that the formation of doughnuts is extraordinarily rare. This
inefficiency was also accounted for in the monte carlo.

3.2.2

DC Hit Counters (the fruit)

The DC Hit Counter system allowed the L2 trigger to ciuickly reject events with an
insufficient number of charged hits. The system consisted of two types of proces
sors: Kumquats and Bananas (known collectively as ""the fruit"). The Kumciuats
collected wire hit information from the drift chamber plane pairs over a 205 ns gate
(electron drift time plus cable delay), started by LI. The Bananas were much more
complicated, using flash TDCs and memory lookup tables to determine whether wire
hits were in-time. This was done by measuring the sum of drift distances (SODs)
from hit pairs. SODs will be discussed in detail in Section 4.1. Only in-time wire
hits were counted by the Banana modules.
The hit counting algorithm was the same for both processors. .V sec[uential
in-time hit wires in a plane pair were counted as .V — 1 hits. Isolated hit wires were
counted as 1 hit (see Figure 3.9). Taken together, the fruit reciuirecl approximately
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Single (I hit)

Triple (2 hits)

Pair (1 hit)

Ouad (3 hits)

Figure 3.9: Possible wire hit patterns in a drift chamber plane pair, and the corre
sponding hit counts returned by the fruit.

900 ns to process an event. Hit counts from both views of each chamber were sent
to the L2 trigger as three-bit sources.

3.2.3

Y-Track Finder

The V-Track Finder (YTF) was a programmable logic unit used to identify hit
patterns in the Y-views of the drift chambers. Inputs to the YTF came from the
fruit. The processor searched for hits consistent with tracks in the upper half and
lower half of the chambers. The YTF returned a four bit word containing the
number and location of found tracks.

3.3

Physics Triggers

The architecture of the KTe\' trigger system allowed for the definition of 16 higherlevel physics triggers. These were logical combinations of LI and L2 sources designed
to select events from particular decay modes. The triggers used for this analysis
were changed between the 1997 and 1999 runs: these changes are described below.

3.3.1

Physics triggers in 1997

The dimuon trigger was a physics trigger constructed to search for Kl
, the direct-CP violating decay K[^ —>•

—v

j^r . and the muonic Dalitz
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decay f\\ —i.r[.i •,. In 1997. this trigger was written as:

GATE*XP*2V* DC12 * 2Mi'3* PHVl * IHCY.LOOSE* HCCGEi.

The level 1 trigger elements reciuired:

• the event occurs during the on-spill period (GATE)
• veto on NEUTRINO PING signal (.VP)
• > 2 hits in T and > 1 hit in \

or vice versa (2V')

• > 1 hit from the DC-ORs in both views of drift chambers 1 and 2 (0012)
• > 2 hits in both views of MU3 (2MU3)
• veto on hits in RO. SA. or OIA { P H V l )

while level 2 reciuired:

• > 2 hits in ij view of chambers 3 and 4. with > 1 ij hit in chamber 1 and > 2
!j hits in chamber 2 or vice versa, from the fruit (2H0V-LOOSE)
• > 1 HCC cluster (HCCGEI)

Norrnalization events were collected for the branching ratio calculation and system
atic checks. The decay mode chosen for normalization in this analysis is A't —>
due to the similarity in final state topology to

. Dur

ing the 1997 runs, these events were collected on the two-track trigger:

GATE* Y P * 2V * DC12* 2HCY.LOOSE.

The two-track trigger had a prescale factor of 500 applied at L2 to control the rate.
^Here

ttq

denotes the Dalitz decay
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3.3.2

Physics triggers in 1999

The most restrictive element of the dimuon trigger in 1997 was the '2Mi'3 require
ment. which rejected events in which both muons liit the same paddle in a single
view of the MU3 bank (even if they were well separated in the other view). In order
to increase the acceptance for A'/. —> e^e~[.r

in 1999. the 2ML'Z rec[iiirement

was changed to 2.\IUZ. LOOSE, which allowed for a single missing hit in MU3. Of
course, this change alone would significantly increase the rate of the dimuon trigger.
To counter this effect, the number of required HCC clusters was raised' to > 2. The
dimuon trigger in 1999 therefore reacP;
GATE * 21' * DC12 * 2Mi'3. LOOSE * PHVl * 2HCY. LOOSE * HCCGE2.
Taken together with the lower Pt kick from the analysis magnet described in
Section 2.2.2. this trigger change resulted in an acceptance increase for k'i —r
of about 30% (Hamm 1999).
Due to an unfortunate error.

7r~-~ng normalization events were

taken from the four-track trigger in 1999. instead of the two-track trigger. The
four-track trigger was designed to collect h'i —>•

events, and contained

several more restrictive elements:
GATE * 3V.TIGHT * 2DC\2.MED * ETl * JITl* PHVl * CA * i-i.HGY *
HGG.GE2 * YTF.i'DO * 3//C2.V.
The new elements are:
• > 3 hits in I' and > 3 hits in T' (3\'-TIGHT)
• > 2 hits from the DC-ORs in 3 of 4 views of drift chambers 1 and 2. > 1 hit
i n t h e o t h e r view

(2DCr2_MED)

'This change was possible because K l —> it*(.i'-j was no longer of interest in 1999.
'^The NP source wjis also removed in 1999. as E81o wasn't running at this time.

S6

• total energy deposited in calorimeter >11 GeV (ETl)
• veto on hits in ML'2 i M i ' 2 )
• veto on hits in CA (C.4)
• > 3 / 7 view hits in drift chambers I and 2. with > 4 y hits in chambers 3 and
4. from the fruit (34_HCY)
• > 3 X view hits in drift chamber 2. from the fruit (3HC2X)
• > I track in upper and lower halves of drift chambers, from the \TF
(VTF-UDO)

The strict nature of this trigger will necessitate an extra systematic study. This
will be presented in Chapter 6.

3.4

Calibration Triggers

.Another set of 14 higher-level triggers was reserved for collecting events used to
calibrate the various KTe\' detectors. The ciuiescent laser flashes, laser scan flashes,
and nuion run events described earlier were all accepted by calibration triggers.
.Additional triggers collected DPMT and .ADC pedestal events (to record noise levels
for pedestal subtraction during event reconstruction), as well as cosmic ray tracks
through the calorimeter (to measure uniformity of the scintillation response along
the crystal axes).

3.5

Digitization and Readout

Upon receiving an accept signal from L2. analog signals from the TRDs and photon
vetos were digitized by fast encode and readout (FERA) .ADC modules. During
the 1997 run. 12-bit .\DCs were used. These were replaced by 8-bit modules in
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1999 to cut the required readout time. Latch modules were used to record bitmasks
of which Ll and L2 sources, beam triggers, and calibration triggers fired during
an event. The Fermilab-designed "Deep Latches" used for this purpose during the
1997 run were capable of latching sixteen time slices of four 8-bit data words in a
FIFO buffer, and therefore rec(uired a significant amount of time for readout. Before
the 1999 run they were replaced by L'niversity of .A.rizona-designed "AZLatches".
which were specifically built for the KTe\' readout system. These modules latched
only one time slice of three 8-bit data words (Cheu et al. 1999). This resulted in
a drop of approximately 2o% in the total trigger readout time. Sixteen-bit scaler
modules assigned spill and event numbers to the event at this stage.
.\ fully digitized event, consisting of .\DC. TDC. .scaler, latch, and pipelined
Csl information, was then sent to one in a bank of four \'ME memory modules.
These modules contained enough memory to buffer all of the events from an entire
spill: a total of 4.6 Gb in 1997. upgraded to almost 4.9 Gb for 1999 (LaDue ).
Each module belonged to a DAQ plane. Three of the four planes were devoted to
physics triggers, while the fourth was used for calibration triggers and monitoring
events''. The modules were read out over the course of a spill by four SGI Challenge
computers, one per plane. These computers ran software that constituted the third
level of the KTeV trigger.

3.6

Level 3

The Level 3 (L3) trigger consisted of a library of optimized software routines used
to find tracks, clusters, and vertices in order to fully reconstruct an event. These
reconstruction algorithms will be described in detail in Chapter 4. Optimization of
the code was crucial - if L3 failed to finish analyzing all of the events from a spill,
new triggers were inhibited, leading to trigger deadtime at the start of the following
^Monitoring events were simply prescaleci copies of physics events, used for online monitoring
of the detectors during a run.
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spill. CPUs were selected for the Challenge machines to help ensure that all the
events could be processed in time, meaning virtually no deadtime resulted from L3
at nominal beam intensities.
If an event satisfied a predefined set of conditions, it was assigned a L.'i tag.
The tags used in this analysis are:

• e'^e~i.rii~ . assigned to events in the dimuon trigger that passed a "fast" fourtrack vertexing algorithm, which searched for at least three tracks that form
a common vertex.
• four-track minimum bias, assigned to events in the two-track trigger that
satisfied the fast four-track vertexing algorithm. These were usually Ki —)•
decays. Events with this tag were used for normalization in 1997.
• four-track prescaled. assigned to events in the four-track trigger that passed
the fast four-track vertexing algorithm. .-Vs mentioned earlier, these tags were
accidentally selected for normalization during the 1999 run. These events were
initially prescaled by a factor of 10 at this stage: in order to cut the output
rate, the prescale was raised to 20 about b% of the way into the run.

Approximately lo7c of input events passed L3 and were written to DLT storage
tapes for analysis. Table 3.1 summarizes the trigger accept rates at Ll. L2. and
L3 for a typical 1999 beam intensity of 8 x 10'- protons on target per spill. The
trigger system was live approximately 65% of the time at this intensity. Most of
the deadtime was attributed to the HCC (the slowest L2 processor) and readout.

3.7

Online Split

During the 1997 run. a total of ten DLT tape drives were used for recording events.
Physics events were written in round-robin fashion to nine of the drives (three per
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LI accept
L2 accept
L3 accept

Dimuon trigger only (kHz)

All physics triggers (kHz)

8
0.4
0.1

74
8
1

Table 3.1: Trigger accept rates for a typical beam intensity (8 x 10'" protons on
target per spill) during the 1999 run. .A.t this intensity the trigger was live around
65% of the time.

plane). All calibration events were sent to the remaining drive. While this system
was simple, it recfuired a significant amount of work (about six months!) to go back
through all the tapes after the run and split off events into data sets for calibration
and analysis. The offline split produced a total of 20 split tapes for 1997 dimuon
analyses.
In order to eliminate this lag time for the 1999 data, an innovative online
split system was implemented. Copies of events were sent to different disk caches
on the Challenge machines, based on their L3 tags. When the size of a cache
approached the capacity of a DLT tape (about 20 Gb). the online split system
would alert the shift crew to mount a pre-labeled blank tape into a free drive.
.After the cache had been successfully written to the split tape, it was deleted from
disk. Data was also written to the ten drives, as in 1997. in case the online split
failed (fortunately, an unnecessary precaution).
Thanks to the online split system, data sets were available for calibration
and analysis immediately after the 1999 run. A total of 59 split tapes were written
from the dimuon cache, which included e'^e~i.r .
tags.

. and normalization
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CHAPTER 4

Event Reconstruction

Each event contained about 6.5 kB of data. In its raw form (ADC. TDC. and DPMT
counts), this data was of little use. In order to gain any material information about
an event, the data had to be reconstructed into physically significant cjuantities. such
as charged track momenta and calorimeter cluster energies. This reconstruction
process consisted of three stages of software algorithms: tracking, clustering, and
vertexing.

The routines described in this chapter are from Version .5.04 of the

KTeV'AXA code library.

4.1

Tracking

The first stage of event reconstruction was the determination of tracks from charged
particles. The tracking algorithm used TDC information from hits in the spectrom
eter drift chambers. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2. maps were used to translate
TDC counts from hit times into drift distances. Hits were classified as being in-time
if they fell within a 235 ns wide window. If there were multiple hits on a wire, only
the first in-time hit was used.

4.1.1

Good SOD, Bad SOD

If the charged particle also left a hit in the complementary plane of the plane pair,
the two hits were grouped together as a hit pair. The sum of the electron drift
distances from the two hits of the hit pair should eciual the 6.35 mm cell spacing of

Good SOD

Low SOD

High SOD

Isolated

Figure 4.1; Categories of SODs from a charged track. Open circles represent sense
wires of the plane pair, while the dashed lines indicate the inferred trajectories of
the drift electrons.

the drift chamber sense wires (see Figure 2.4). This .sum of distances (SOD) was
used to classify the quality of the hit pair. Hit pairs with SODs within I mm of the
nominal value were classified as having "good" SODs.
Unfortunately, it was possible for perfectly good tracks to leave bad SODs.
Because this led directly to tracking inefficiencies, it is important to understand
the pathologies of bad SODs. pictured in Figure 4.1. Low SODs were typically the
result of two tracks occupying the same cell. In this case, both .sense wires would
register two in-time hits. However, since only the first in-time hit was used, the
sum of the drift distances would be too small. The second track could be from the
decay, a

ray. or from accidental activity. High SODs were caused by inefficiencies

in detecting the earliest electrons from the drift cloud. These inefficiencies resulted
from radiation damage to the chamlDers. insufficient signal gain, and noise from
the chamber electronics.

Isolated hits, by definition, had no measurable SOD.

These were most probably caused by defects on the sense wires. Despite having no
SOD. isolated hits were accepted by the tracking algorithm. Figure 4.2 shows the
distribution of SODs from all plane pairs in the 1999 normalization data.
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of SODs from all plane pairs in 1999
data. Xot
shown arc isolated hits (which were assigned a SOD of 0 ni). Note that the mean
of the distribution is consistent with the drift chamber sense wire spacing of 6.35
mm. SODs within 1 mm of this nominal value were considered "good". Tracks were
allowed to contain at most two bad SODs. or one bad SOD and one isolated hit.
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4.1.2

ij track finding

Track candidates were found separately in the x and /y views. Tracks in the ij view
were not affected by the momentum kick from the analysis magnet, so their hit
pairs should lie in a straight line through all four drift chambers (althougli chamber
alignment and fringe field effects necessitated some corrections, to be discussed
in Section 4.3). Track candidates in the ij view were allowed to contain at most
two hit pairs with bad SODs. or one bad SOD and one isolated hit. A track \was calculated for each candidate to describe how well a track fit the hit pairs
(recall from Section 2.2.2 that the hit position resolution was about 100 /mi). Only
candidates with a track \" < 4 were used. The algorithm fit all possible ij tracks
in this manner. If fewer than two tj track candidates were found that didn't share
any hits, the event was rejected.

4.1.3

x track finding

Because of the field orientation from the analysis magnet, tracking in the x view
was more complicated. Segments were found separately upstream and downstream
of the magnet plane. L'p.streani segments (found usingdrift chambers 1 and 2) were
allowed to contain two bad SOD pairs, or one isolated hit. Downstream segments
(DC3 and 4) were allowed only one bad SOD pair or one isolated hit. The tracking
algorithm looped over all possible pairs of upstream and downstream segments,
scanning for pairs that intersected at the magnet plane. A 6 mm "miss distance"
was allowed in order to accomodate resolution effects. .Joined segments were allowed
to have at most two bad SOD pairs between them, or one bad SOD and one isolated
hit. The event was rejected if less than two x track candidates were found tliat didn't
share any hits.
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4.2

Clustering

The clustering algorithm was used to reconstruct energ}- deposits in the calorime
ter. The process consisted of four stages: hardware clustering, software clustering,
cluster positioning, and corrections.

4.2.1

Hardware clustering

The first stage was known as hardware clustering because it made use of the HCC
bits generated by the Etotal trigger.

The algorithm began by looping over all

crystals with their HCC bit turned on. searching for local energy maxima. Because
the Etotal system set HCC bits based on the amount of in-time energy in the
calorimeter channels, out-of-time clusters from accidental activity were suppressed.
If a local energy maximum was more than 0.1 GeV'^ the channel was designated as
a hardware cluster .seed. The raw cluster energy was calculated by summing up the
energies from channels in a grid centered on the seed block. The grid size depended
on the size of the crystals: 7x7 channels for small blocks, and 3 x .3 for large
blocks. At the large-small block boundary the 3 x 3 grid size was used, and four
small crystals were considered as a single large crystal.

4.2.2

Software clustering

Minimally ionizing particles (MIPs) such as nmons and pions also left energy de
posits in the calorimeter. Typically, the amount of energy would be too small to
turn on any HCC bits, so no MIP signatures would be found during the hardware
clustering process. The software clustering algorithm searched for seeds containing
in-time energy over a certain preset threshold, nominally 50 MeV. Seeds already
'This seemingly redundant requirement was necessary to ensure that hot HCC bits were not
found to be cluster seeds.
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found during hardware clustering were excluded. Raw cluster energies were calcu
lated using the same grids described above. Software clusters were retained only if
their raw in-tinie energies exceeded a threshold of 100 Me\'.-

4.2.3

Cluster positioning

In most cases, the energy of a cluster was spread out over several blocks. It was
therefore not a trivial task to determine exactly where the incoming particle struck
the calorimeter. Cluster positions were located by calculating the ratios of total
energy in the 1x3 block row and 3x1 column containing the seed block to the
energies of adjacent rows and columns. These ratios were compared to values in
look-up tables, which returned the x and ij coordinates of the cluster position on
the calorimeter face. The look-up tables were generated by studying Ki —>
data and monte carlo, and were cross-checked using calibration

events. The

taljles were binned by cluster energy, and separate tables were used for large and
small block regions of the calorimeter. This method resulted in a position resolution
of approximately 1 nun for clusters in small blocks, and approximately 1.8 mm in
large blocks (Shawhan 2000).

4.2.4

Clustering corrections

At this stage, the raw cluster energies were corrected to account for a myriad of
second-order effects. Two types of corrections were applied: block-by-block cor
rections modified the energies of individual channels within a cluster, while multiplicitive corrections modified the energy of the cluster as a whole.
•Recall that .\IIPs traveling parallel to the crystal axis deposited approximately .320 MeV of
energy in the crystal.
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Figure 4.3: A situation in whicli the overlap clustering correction is necessary.
Two clusters (their calculated positions circled) share blocks between them. Block
energies are shown in GeV. Blocks with their HCC bit on are denoted by heavy
black boxes.

Block-by-block corrections
The overlap correction was needed to separate the energies of clusters that shared
crystals (see Figure 4.3). Energies of all common crystals were divided between the
two clusters, and the cluster energies and positions were recalculated. This process
was iterated either until these quantities converged (cluster energies constant to
within -5 MeV. x and y positions to within 100 //m). or the maximum number of
iterations (20) was reached.
It was also possible for neighboring clusters to bias raw cluster energy mea
surements without sharing blocks. This would happen if energy from the neighbor
spilled into the grid used for the raw energ>' calculation for the cluster of interest
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(see Figure 4.4). This bias would become quite significant if a very high energy
cluster neighbored a low energ\" cluster. The neighbor correction was used to sub
tract off any energ\' leakage. Studies of shower shapes from GEAXT simulations
were used to calculate a mean transverse shower profile, covering a 13 x 13 array
of small blocks. The algorithm looped over all pairs of clusters, using the GEAXT
profile to predict the amount of energy leakage from one cluster into its neighbor's
grid. This excess was then subtracted from the neighbor's raw energy.
Clusters bordering a calorimeter edge or a beam hole recjuired a correction
to account for lost energy (see Figure 4.5).

The missing block correction used

the same transverse shower distribution as the neighbor correction to estimate the
amount of lost energy in the "ghost blocks" that would have otherwise participated
in the cluster's energy measurement grid. Resumming over block energies in the
grid then provided a more accurate value for the cluster energy.
Oftentimes, some of this "lost" energy reached the crystals on the far side of
the beam hole. If another cluster was located on the far side, its energy measurement
would be biased upwards by this "sneaky" energy (see Figure 4.6). This eff"ect was
accounted for by applying the sneaky energy correction. Correction factors were
tabluated by analyzing calibration AV-j events in which the electron cluster was
situated near a beam hole. Sneaky energy fractions were measured in 140 blocks
in a C-shaped region around the opposite side of the hole. The.se fractions could
then be used to predict the amount of sneaky energ\- residing in each channel of a
cluster.
Recall from Section 2.2.5 that as data from the DPMTs were pipelined,
channels were removed from the readout list if the channel energies were less than a
given threshold, a process known as sparsification. Because some of these channels
might have been on the outer edges of a cluster, removing them would have the
effect of skewing the cluster energy downwards. The threshold correction was used
to counteract this bias by adding Ethr amount of energy to channels in a cluster.
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Figure 4.4: A situation requiring the neighbor clustering correction. The clusters
(calculated positions circled) do not share any blocks, so the overlap correction does
not apply. However, the bottom cluster spills into the 7x7 grid used to calculate
the raw energy of the top cluster. Block energies are shown in Ge\'. Blocks with
their HCC bit on are denoted by heavy black bo.\es.
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Figure 4.5: An example of a cluster reciuiring the missing block correction, due to
energy lost in a calorimeter beam hole (the white, vacant region). Block energies
are shown in GeV.
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Figure 4.6: A situation requiring the sneaky energy cluster correction. Energy from
the left cluster sneaks across the beam hole to appear underneath the right cluster,
and vice-versa. Block energies are shown in Ge\'.
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wliere Ethr is given by
Ethr = P\('') + P-Ar) X [ogiE).

(4.1)

Pi and Pj depend on the distance of the block from the cluster's center, r. and were
measured during a special calibration run with no sparsification requirement.

Multiplicitive corrections
While mylar wrappings were successful in reducing non-uniformities in the longitu
dinal scintillation response along the axes of the Csl crystals, transverse response of
the crystals varied significantly. Because of this effect, the raw energy of a cluster
depended upon where the particle struck the face of the cluster's seed block. This
was rectified by applying the intra-block correction. In order to generate this cor
rection. every block in the calorimeter array was divided into 25 transverse position
l)ins. The ratio E/p was measured in every bin from calibration

electrons. This

data was used to generate a map of transverse scintillation response for each crystal.
The map provided a multiplicitive factor to correct a cluster's energy for variations
in the response over the face of its seed block.
The non-lineanty correction was applied to remove residual variations in
longitudinal scintillation response. Correction factors were estimated by convoluting GEANT generated showers with the measured longitudinal response in each
channel. Because shower depth depended on the type and energy of incident par
ticle. different corrections were generated for electrons and photons, in energy bins
of 2. 4. S. 16. 32. and 64 GeV.
Even after applying all of the corrections described above, residual nonlinearity was apparent in the calorimeter response to electrons. In a perfectly linear
calorimeter, the mean value of the ratio E/p would be expected to remain constant
over all ranges of p\ however, variations of a few tenths of a percent were observed
(see Figure 4.7 (Roodman 1998)). These E/p vs.

p distributions were used to
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Figure 4.7: Mean E j p vs. p of calibration A'^.3 electrons in small blocks, after all
clustering corrections except the linearity fudge. Residual non-linearities cause the
mean to drift over the range of p. The linearity fudge uses this distribution to cancel
out these residual effects.

generate a linearity fudge, applied after all other corrections. This correction had
the effect of canceling out the residual non-linearities. Separate fudges were used
for large and small blocks. The final energy resolution of the calorimeter was given
in Equation 2.2.

4.3

Vertexing

At this stage, the charged tracks were extrapolated upstream to see if thev formed
a common vertex, i.e.. the

decay point. The vertexing algorithm first looped

over all combinations of // tracks, searching for common intersections (y view vertex
candidates). A 2 nmi miss distance was allowed for tracks at the intersection points,
which were required to be within the fiducial decay volume. Minimum and maxi
mum possible r values for the y view vertex candidates were also calculated, using
the uncertainties on the fitted track parameters (slope and intercept). Sharing of
two y tracks was allowed, meaning only two intersecting y tracks were required for
each candidate. The event was thrown out if no y vertex candidates were found.
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The algoritlim then looped over all combinations of upstream x track seg
ments. searching for s view vertex candidates containing at least four tracks. As was
the case in the ij view, a 2 mm tolerance was allowed for tracks at the intersections.
Ranges of possible c positions for the x view vertex candidates were calculated
based on the imcertainties in the fitted upstream track segment parameters. If no
X view vertex candidates were found, the event was discarded.
At this point, ij view tracks were associated with those in the x view. This
process was complicated by ambiguity: two tracks might be well separated in the
X view but overlap in the ij view, and vice versa. This ambiguity was resolved
using a procedure known as track-duster matching. For each track, the matching
algorithm looped over the list of all calorimeter clusters, measuring the distance
between a cluster's position and the projected track position at the calorimeter
face. If the minimum separation was less than 7 cm. the track was said to be
"matched" to the cluster that minimized the separation distance, x view tracks
could then be associated with ij view tracks if both were matched to the same
cluster, and if their projections were within 1.5 cm of each other in x and ij on the
calorimeter face. Tracks that traveled down a beam hole, leaving no cluster, were
"matched" to the beam hole for the purposes of track association. In this case,
the maximum allowable track-cluster separation distance of 7 cm was assigned to
the match. Therefore, for tracks just barely inside the beam hole, any match to
a cluster near the hole took precendence over the beam hole match. Clusters not
matched to tracks were listed as "extra" clusters, and were considered as photon
candidates during particle identification (Section 6.4).
A list of final vertex candidates was compiled by comparing the possible r
ranges between x view and y view candidates, searching for overlaps. If an overlap
was found, several corrections were applied to the hit pairs used by the candidate.
First, the hit positions were recalculated to account for signal transit time from the
drift chamber sense wire to its discriminator. Also, because the two planes of a
plane pair were offset in c. a correction was needed to remove the dependence of
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the SOD on the angle of the incoming track relative to the ahgnment of the drift
chamber cell. Another SOD correction was needed to accoimt for the alignment
of the drift chambers with respect to each other. A final corrcction was used to
cancel the effect of fringe fields from the analysis magnet, which extended out to
drift chambers 2 and 3.
After these corrections were applied, track and vertex parameters were
recalculated. Two variables that described the cjuality of a vertex candidate were
also calculated at this point. The first, vertex \-. is based on how well the upstream
track segments intersect at the candidate vertex position. The second, offmag
describes how well the upstream and downstream track segments meet at the plane
of the analysis magnet. A comprehensive c[uality variable for vertex candidates was
formed by combining the vertex

the offmag

and the total number of bad

SODs used. The candidate with the smallest value of this variable was selected as
the final vertex.
The last step was the momentum calculation for the tracks used in the
final vertex. Using the fitted x view track parameters, the bend angle at the plane
of the analysis magnet was computed. The track momentum is proportional to
the magnitude of the magnet kick (already known from calibration) divided by the
bend angle. The momentum resolution of the KTeV spectrometer was given in
Ec[uation 2.1.
Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show event displays of a fully reconstructed

—;•

e*e~event from the data. Hardware and software clusters, tracks, and a
vertex are all pictured.
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Figure 4.8: Calorimeter view of a
^ e'^e~event after reconstruction.
Four clusters are circled: two hardware clusters from the electrons, and two software
clusters from the muons. The vertex position (diamond within the right beam hole)
and upstream/downstream track segments (lines) are projected to the calorimeter
face. Note that in this particular event, all tracks are matched to clusters.
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Figure 4.9: ij view of the same A'^ —> e'^e~i.r event after reconstruction. Scales
are given in meters. Detector elements are labeled in Figure 2.3. The upstream and
downstream track segments pass through hit pairs in the drift chambers, and clearly
meet at the plane of the analysis magnet. The four-track vertex is located at 122
m in c. Note that the muon tracks (left) point to hits in the muon banks at the far
downstream end of the detector. The electron tracks (right) end at the calorimeter,
where the electrons lose all of their energy to EM showers in the Csl.
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CHAPTER 5

KTeV Monte Carlo

Simulated datasets generated using monte carlo statistical techniques (MC for short)
were essential for the successful completion of this analysis. Monte carlo served three
functions:

• Because of the geometry, efficiency, and resolution of the detectors, many kaon
decays were lost during data collection. .Additionally, cuts used to reduce
background invariably tossed out a number of otherwise good events. Monte
carlo was used to determine the overall acceptance^ of the normalization and
signal modes in this analysis.

These acceptance numbers were needed to

measure the I\\ —> e^e~i.r branching ratio and form factor.
• Monte carlo was used to estimate the number of background events remaining
in the signal data after all cuts. These events must be subtracted off before
the calculation of the branching ratio.
• Comparisons between data and MC were used to ensure that the geometry,
efficiency, and resolution of the KTe\' detector .systems were well understood.
In the case of a discrepancy, the monte carlo was used to estimate the mag
nitude of the systematic effect.

This chapter describes the process of KTeV monte carlo generation.
' The acceptance is defined as the number of events reconstructed in a given decay mode after
all cuts, divided by the total number of decays that actually occurred in that mode. .Acceptances
at KTeV" are typically on the order of a few percent, depending on the mode in question.
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5.1

Simulation of k\ Production

Generation of rnonte carlo events began with /v° — A'° prociuction at the BeO
target. The particle production cross section for protons on a beryllium target was
parameterized by Malensek. and reads
(5.1)

dPdO

where P is the lab frame momentum of the produced particles, s is the ratio of P to
the momentum of the protons incident on the target, and Pt is the transverse mo
mentum of the produced particles with respect to the incoming protons (Malensek
1982).

A'. A. D. and M are constants determined by fitting to data from 400

Ge\'/c protons. Only measurements of charged kaon production have been per
formed. However, by counting valence and sea quark combinations, a reasonable
guess could be made at the magnitude of the neutral kaon production probability.

a(K'^)

%

(y{K

).

These relations predict a mix of approximately 559c

(5.3)

-loVc I\° from the target.

The parameters in Eciuation 5.1 were tuned to match the momentum spectrum from
actual A't —>•

decays measured at KTe\'.

Once generated, the kaon was projected to its decay position. If the kaon
trajectory intersected the primary beam collimator, tracing was terminated, and a
new kaon Wtis generated. Kaons striking the defining collimator were either termi
nated or allowed to scatter. Scattering was also simulated throughout the beam
absorbers in the .\M2 enclosure.
The initial

state was evolved up to the point of decay. The monte

carlo kaons used in this analysis were generated over a momentum range of 20 to
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220 GeV/c. and were forced to decay between 90 and 160 ni downstream of the
target. Therefore, except for very high energy kaons. the final state was almost
completely h\ within the allowed decay region. Detector acceptance for decays
outside of these ranges was negUgible.

5.2

Simulation of k\ Decay

Different decay generators were used for different kaon decay modes. For some
modes, the monte carlo even offered a choice of generators from competing theories.
The generators used in this analysis are described below.

5.2.1

h'i —y

f.ri.r generator

Signal events were generated using the DIP form factor (Ec[uation 1.32). For the
branching ratio analysis presented in Chapter 6. the value of a was fixed at —4.53.
the central value of the result from the form factor analysis to be described in Sec
tion 7.2. while 3 was fixed at 0. Of course, there is some uncertainty associated with
the choice of these values, leading to a systematic error on the signal acceptance.
This will be discussed in the following chapter.
The DIP monte carlo contains radiative corrections of

recjuiring cal

culation of ciuite a few additional diagrams (some of which are shown in Figure 5.1).
These corrections include contributions from inner bremsstrahlung. vacuum polar
ization. and pentagon graphs. .A.n infrared cutoff on the energy of the radiated
photon is imposed at 400 keV to prevent any divergences (Barker ). (Toale et al.
2002).
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Figiire 5.1: Examples of 0(a'-^) radiative corrections to [\\ —e~e~i.ri.r that are
included in the KTcV monte carlo.
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5.2.2

h'i —>•

generator

The decay to three pions was the first step in the generation of normaUzation mode
monte carlo. The matrix element is proportional to
|.\/|" X 1 + </{/ + hir -r jc -h A T".

(5.4)

where
"

— ••'o)
= ~ur •

~ -^2)
''" "wf"-

I - -\
'

and
s, = iPh- - Pf .

1 '
= r^

(5.6)

1=1

P/^- and P, are the four-momentum vectors of the kaon and the three pions. respec
tively (Groom et al. 2000b). The values used for the Dalitz coefficients g. h. and k
in this analysis were taken from the most recent KTeV analysis of I\\ —>
decays (Barrio 2001). The coefficient j is related to CP-violating effects, and was
fixed at zero.
Because the lifetime of the neutral pion is so short, it is assumed that the
promptly decays at the same position as the parent kaon decay.

5.2.3

—)• e^e • generator

The second stage in the generation of normalization MC is the Dalitz decay
;r° —r e^e~~ .

As mentioned in Chapter 1. the amplitude for this decay was

initially calculated assuming a form factor ec[ual to unity (Kroll and VVada 1955).
Experimental evidence, however, shows that a form factor of the type
/(.r) = 1 + a.r . x =
is recfuired for the theory to match

(5.7)

—> e^e~~ data, with the empirical coefficient

a measured to be 0.032 ± 0.004 (Groom et al. 2000b). This is the generator used
by the KTe\' monte carlo to simulate Dalitz decays.
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Radiative corrections to this mode occur at order a", and tire therefore fairly
significant (Mikaehan and Smith 1972). A cutoff of .V/-,-, > 1 MeX'/c" is imposed to
prevent divergences from the inner bremsstrahlung contribution.

5.2.4

h'i —r

The decay [\\ —>•

generator
. coupled with conversion of the photon to a e~ e~ pair,

proved to be the most significant background to the signal. Monte carlo for these
decays was needed to obtain an estimate of remaining background events for sub
traction before calculation of the

—> e~e~i.i~i.i~ branching ratio. Because this

mode is simply the muonic Dalitz decay of the k\. the Kroll-Wada fornmla with a
form factor of unity was used as a decay generator. Radiative corrections to C^(a-)
were included, again with a cutoff at M-,-, > 1 .MeV/c".
The monte carlo code used to generate these background events was slightly
modified in order to force the conversion of the photon within the vacuum window.
.A. discussion of how photon conversion is handled by the KTe\' MC is given later
in this chapter.

5.2.5

k'i —r - ' ^ - ~ e ^ e ~ generator

This mode appeared as a background if the charged pions decayed to muons. or
punched through the muon filter, firing counters in .\IU3. The matrix element
used for A'/. —> -'^~~e'*'e~ in the KTe\' monte carlo is cfuite complex (Sehgal
and W'anninger 1992). The amplitude includes contributions from bremsstrahlung.
direct emission, and A'" charge radius diagrams. Interference between the first two
terms, which leads to a large CP-violating effect in the angular distribution of the
decay products, is fully simulated.
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5.3

Particle Tracing

After generation, the daughter particles were rotated by a random angle about the
direction axis of the parent kaon. and were boosted into the laboratory reference
frame. Each of the particles was then traced through the KTe\' detector. The
tracing was done in secjuential steps of r. from the upstream to the downstream
edge of each detector element and air gap. Several types of particle interactions
were allowed to occur at each step: these interactions will be described in detail in
the following section.
Photons and electrons were traced until they escaped the detector geometry
or were absorbed by an element (a veto or the EM calorimeter). Charged pions
were followed until they escaped or struck the upstream face of the calorimeter
(or. if they passed through a calorimeter beam hole, the hadron anti). while muons
were allowed to pass through every element without being stopped. At each step,
pions were allowed to decay to muons. with a probability in accordance with their
exponential lifetime distribution. In the event of pion decay, the daughter muon
was added to the particle list and traced through the detector. Neutrinos were not
traced by the monte carlo.
Particles that escaped from the KTe\' detector geometery were considered
"lost". Tracing of these particles was stopped, and depending on the user-requested
conditions for the final state, the event could be rejected at this stage in order to
conserve computer processing time.

5.4

Particle Interactions

As mentioned in the previous section, several types of interactions were allowed
within each detector element. These include photon conversion, multiple scattering,
the creation of

rays, and bremsstrahlung.
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5.4.1

Photon conversion

Photons of energy greater than 100 Me\' were allowed to convert into a e' e~ pair.
The conversion probability in each detector element was given by
^Pconv =
— 1^

_

^

(5.8)

where X is the total path length through the element, and A'o is the characteristic
radiation length of the element. The c position of conversion within the element
was selected randomly.
The energy distribution between the electron and positron was determined
by the Bethe-Heitler spectrum (Mikelsons 1999):
(5.9)
where e± =

and a is a known constant (ss 3.7). The electron and positron

directions were offset by a small angle, rotated by a random amount about the axis
of the parent photon direction. This offset angle was a function of E-.. e±. and
.V Q . and was calculated using a distribution given by the EGS4 code library from

SLAC (Xelson et al. 1985).

5.4.2

Multiple scattering

Charged particles passing through matter are continuously deflected by Coulombic
interactions with nuclei.

In order to simulate the effect of multiple scattering,

the KTeV monte carlo randomly chose a scattering angle 6 immediately after a
charged particle exited a detector element. For ail charged particles upstream of
the calorimeter, the probability spectrum for 6 was a gaussian. centered on 0. with
a width Oq taken from the Moliere distribution (Groom et al. 2000c). (Bethe 1953):
(5.10)
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where p. 3c. and c are the momentum, velocity, and charge of the scattered parti
cle. The direction of scatter was chosen by rotating 0 about the previous particle
direction by a random amount.
As mentioned earlier, muons were the only particles traced past the up
stream face of the calorimeter. The scattering simulation after this point was more
complicated - much work was done to tune the monte carlo simulation of the muon
system for the purpose of matching the data distributions observed during the anal
ysis of A't —>•

(Quinn 2000). This extra effort was required in order to

simulate the effects of onerg\' loss within the muon filters. Because the normaliza
tion modes used in the k'i — a n d A'/. —> e~e~i.rf.r analyses contain
no muons. the final branching ratio results are sensitive to the momentum thresh
old of the muon system. An inaccurate simulation of the system would lead to a
mismeasurement of the threshold, the signal acceptance, and the branching ratio.
Starting at the Csl calorimeter face, muon energy loss was simulated using
the Bethe-Bloch relation (Groom et al. 2000c):
max

(5.11)

where Z and .4 are the effective atomic number and mass of the detector element.
- is the common relativistic parameter (1 — J")'''". Tmai is the maximum possible
kinetic energy transfer to a free electron in a collision, I is the mean excitation
energ}\ and K ~ 0..31 g~' cnr. 6 is a small correction made to account for density
effects (from polarization of the surrounding media).
Random fluctuations were superimposed on the Bethe-Bloch energy loss
result. It was found (Quinn 2000) that in order to properly simulate the muon
threshold, different fluctuation distributions were required for different ranges of
K = ^/Tmax- where
(5.12)
and p is the density of the element (Patrick 1986). Landau fluctuations (Landau
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1944) were used for k < 0.01. \avilov (\'avilov 1957) for 0.01 < k < 10. and
Gaussian fluctuations were used for k > 10.

5.4.3

(5-rays

()—rays are electrons that are "knocked on" by incoming particles. Because they
could leave extra hits on sense wires (which contributes to drift chamber ineffi
ciency), J—ray production was simulated within the drift cells. Assuming that the
incoming particle with energy E is highly relativistic. the probability of generating
a f)-ra\' (with energy T above a fixed cutoff To) in the KTe\' monte carlo is given
by
PryTn = (15400 ke\'cni^/g m )^^pX.
Only one such interaction was allowed in each drift cell.

(5.13)
The direction of the

resulting () —ray was assumed to be perpendicular to that of the incoming particle,
and the energy was chosen to conform to a T~- spectrum (Groom et al. "iOOOc).
It was assumed that the transverse momentum kick to the parent particle was
small enough to be ignored: its trajectory after the interaction was therefore left
unchanged. Further discussion regarding the behavior of

—rays within a drift cell

will be presented later in this chapter.

5.4.4

Bremsstrahlung

Electrons (and positrons) were allowed to radiate a single bremsstrahlung photon
as they traversed a detector element.

Assuming that the particles were ultra-

relativistic. and that the Born approximation is valid, the probability of emission
of a photon of momentum k > ko (where ATQ is a cutoff value) was
Pk>ko =

"Y" l§(^" + 1 [~

~~

— 1) + 9C (l — (ko/£'o)')]

•

( 0 .14)
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where

= hi(lS3/Z^' '). and Eq is the initial energy of the electron (Mikelsons

1999). The default cutoff in the KTeV monte carlo was ko = O.OOlFoThe expression for the differential momentum spectrum and angular dis
tribution of the radiated photon is c[uite complex (a full description can be found
in (Mikelsons 1999)). To conserve computation time, the full angular simulation was
performed only if the radiation occurred upstream of the analysis magnet (meaning
the electron would be well separated from the photon before striking the calorime
ter) and Eq > 1.5 Ge\' (approximately the efficiency threshold for electron cluster
detection by the HCC trigger). If these conditions were not satisfied, the momentum
spectrum for the radiated photon was given by
(5.15)
obtained by integrating out the angular dependence of the differential cross sec
tion (Mikelsons 1999).

5.5

Particle Detection

Detector response was sinmlated for each of the detector elements traversed by
particles. The simulation procedure was different for each element, and will be
described in detail below.

5.5.1

Photon veto simulation

Electrons and photons traced to a photon veto detector were terminated at the veto
plane. The energy of the particle, after Gaussian smearing to account for resolution
effects, was compared to the threshold of the hit veto segment (the thresholds were
calibrated offline using data from special runs (Hanagaki 1997)). An amount of
energy exceeding threshold in any segment caused a LI trigger source to be set.
If the source was used as a veto condition in the physics trigger being evaluated

lis
during generation, tiie event was rejected at this stage in order to improve processing
efficiency.

5.5.2

Spectrometer simulation

Hit simulation
Each of the 16 drift chamber planes (1 plane pair per view per clianiber) was simu
lated individually. Hit locations were determined by selecting the sense wire closest
to the charged particle within the plane. The distance between the particle and the
wire was Gaussian smeared to simulate the position resolution of the drift chamber
(appro.ximately 100 /mi), and the SOD (sum of distances - see Section 4.1) was
calculated. Drift distances were correlated to drift times using the XT maps de
scribed in Section 2.2.2. Inefficiency related to discriminator response was modeled
by considering a wire "dead" for 45 ns after a hit (the appro.ximate width of a sense
wire signal pulse entering the discriminator), meaning additional hits on the wire
during that period were ignored.
Two corrections were made to the monte carlo SODs at this stage. Effects
from discrete ionization of the drift gas near the sense wires led to a high-side
tail on the SOD distribution. To account for this, the calculated SOD value was
skewed slightly upwards (although this was done in such a way as to maintain the
mean of the SOD distribution at the sense wire spacing of 6..35 mm). Secondly,
due to a mass dependence of the ionization efficiency, there was a small difference
(approximately 15 //m) observed between the mean SOD for electrons and heavier
particles (pions and muons). A scaling factor, calculated from A'e,3 electron and
pion SOD distributions, was used to simulate this effect.
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()—ray simulation
As mentioned in Section 5.4.3. knock-on electrons (<5—rays) could be produced by
incoming particles. Only one such interaction was allowed in each drift cell traversed
by the incoming particle. If a ^5—ray was produced within a drift cell, its effective
range was calculated: a hit left on a sense wire within the effective range of the
d—ray was treated identically to a hit left by any other "real" particle (i.e.. the
sense wire was considered "dead" for 45 ns after the hit).

DC maps
Unfortunately, even after these corrections, significant tracking discrepancies re
mained between data and monte carlo. Inaccurate simulation of isolated hit ineffi
ciencies and high SODs could lead to misreconstruction of track segments, causing
mismeasurement of track momenta, vertex position, and vertex v"- To account for
the residual discrepancies, maps were generated for each drift chamber plane. These
DC maps describe isolated hit and high SOD probabilities as a function of position
within the plane and time during the run. and were applied after all other correc
tions. Some example maps arc shown in Figure 5.2 (LaDue ). After application of
the DC maps, improvement in the data/MC agreement is clear (see Figure 5.3).

Analysis magnet simulation
A transverse momentum kick in the ±.r direction was imparted to charged particles
as they crossed the plane of the analysis magnet. As mentioned in Section 2.2.2.
the magnitude of this kick was approximately 205 MeVVc in 1997. and 150 Me\'/c
in 1999. Exact values were calibrated on a regular basis by measuring the mean
invariant mass of reconstructed calibration Ki —> n^-~ events, and tuning the
Pi kick in order to match the kaon mass. These kick values were installed into the
KTe\' database for use during monte carlo generation and event reconstruction.
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Figure 5.2: Example.s of DC maps, used to correct residual tracking discrepancies
between data and monte carlo. These particular maps were applied to the .r view
of DCl during the generation of 1999 monte carlo. The top map served to tune
the high SOD probability distribution, while the bottom corrected the isolated hit
probability distribution. Xote the need for additional high SOD correction in the
beam region, caused mainly from radiation damage to the sense wires in that area
of the chamber.
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Figure 5.3; 1997 -"*"-"-0 track illumination at the x view of DCl. x position
is measured in meters, and the dots represent data. In the plots on the left, the
monte carlo (histogram) was generated without the use of DC maps, which correct
for residual data/MC discrepancies in high SOD and isolated hit inefficiency distri
butions. A 1.5(7 slope is evident in the ratio. This slope disappears when the maps
are turned on (plots on the right).

5.5.3

W. MU2, and MU3 simulation

When charged particles in the monte carlo were traced to a counter in tlie
MU2. or MU3 banks, a random number was generated and compared to the counter
efficiency to determine if the counter registered a hit. The counter efficiencies were
individually measured using calibration data. Cracks between scintillator paddles
were also simulated, as well as the light propagation time from the hit location to
the attached phototube. In-time hits were used as sources for the LI trigger.
.Although there e.xisted a small probability for charged pions to hadronically
interact and shower within the

hodoscope. this effect was not simulated within

the default monte carlo. This systematic difference between the data and monte
carlo necessitated a correction to the calculated normalization acceptance, which
will be discussed in Section 6.6.3.

5.5.4

Calorimeter simulation

EM showers
.-Vs mentioned earlier, the tracing of most types of particles was stopped at the
upstream face of the Csl calorimeter. .\t this stage, a derailed electromagnetic
shower simulation was initiated for photons and electrons. The mean longitudinal
shower position within the crystal, c. was calculated. The 3 distribution was found
to be different for electrons and photons:
r, = 0.11 +0.18 In Ee
3., = 0.12+ 0.18 In E.

(5.16)

where E is measured in GeV. and 3 in meters (Prasad 2002).
.A.t this point, an electromagnetic shower was selected from the shower li
brary. Entries in the library were generated using the GEANT simulation package.

and spanned a transverse area of 32.5 x 32.5 cm (corresponding to a 13 x 13 array
of small blocks: large blocks were considered to be four small blocks). Showers were
binned according to the energy' of the parent particle (6 bins, with upper boundaries
of 2. 4. 8. 16. 32. and 64 GeV) and the particle's x and ij position within the block
when projected to c (325 500 x 500 f.im bins to cover an octant of the crystal). Each
bin contained five entries, for a total library size of 9.7-50 showers (Prasad 2002).
In order to account for variation in longitudinal scintillation response along the
length of a crystal, the showers were segmented into 25 bins in c. This allowed for
a convolution of the shower's longitudinal energy distribution with the previously
measured longitudinal response of the crystal.
The energy of the incoming particle was smeared to account for calorimeter
resolution effects. The amount of smearing depended on the type (large or small)
and location of the hit block, and was tuned to match the resolutions observed
in the data. After a shower was selected from the library, its total energy was
scaled to match the smeared energy of the incoming particle. Energy from showers
bordering a beam hole was allowed to "sneak" across to crystals on the opposite
side of the hole. This effect was sinuilated using the distributions from the sneaky
energy correction, discussed in Section 4.2.4.

Simulation of non-EM particles
A separate library contained a collection of hadronic GEAXT showers, used to
simulate the « 309r of charged pions that hadronically interact within the Csl.
.Aside from their larger size (102.5 x 102.5 cm*, corresponding to an array of 41 x
41 small blocks) and coarser transverse position binning (25 x x tj bins on the
crystal face), hadronic showers were handled in the same manner as the EM showers
described above. Non-interacting pions were treated as MIPs. leaving 320 MeV in
the calorimeter. .\s mentioned in Section 5.4.2. muons deposited energy in the
Csl according to the Bethe-Bloch distribution with fluctuations. The energy from
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simulated MIPs was confined to a single crystal within the calorimeter array.

Digitization and readout simulation
After simulating energy deposits from all particles that stuck the calorimeter, the
Q/E constants (described in Section 2.2.5) were used to convert the energy in
each block to a corresponding amount of charge. This charge was spread out over
a series of time slices, using pulse shape distributions measured from the data.
Smearing of the total charge in each slice was included to account for the effects
of photostatistics. Digitization of the monte carlo calorimeter information included
a detailed simulation of the DPMT board for each channel, using the calibration
constants described in Section 2.2.5. Channels were "read out" for further use
within the monte carlo only if they exceeded the V'ME pipeline energy threshold,
just as in the data.

5.5.5

Etotal and HCC simulation

As discussed in Chapter 3. the thresholds for the LI Etotal and L2 Hardware Clus
ter Counter (HCC) trigger sources varied with time as radiation damage to the
calorimeter crystals accumlated. and as the RF timing drifted with respect to the
internal Ll clock. This section describes how the thresholds were extracted in order
to model this time dependency in the KTe\' monte carlo.

Cuts on accidental activity
Etotal and HCC thresholds were measured using calibration Kei electrons collected
on a special minimum-bias trigger (in which the Etotal and the HCC sources were
read out. but not recjuired by the trigger logic). However, these data events con
tained a substantial amount of accidental activity. Extra energy in the calorimeter

would have biased the calibration results, and therefore had to be removed before
the thresholds could be extracted. This was done by applying a series of cuts to
eliminate out-of-time energy. The cut locations were determined by studying the
distribution of in-time energy over a series of time slices.
The algorithm to remove accidental energy first isolated the seed blocks
from hardware clusters in reconstructed calibration /vV-j events. Histogrammed in
the top plot of Figure 5.4 is the ratio of the energy within the in-time slice to the
sum of energ\- over all time slices (£"(in-time)/£'(all slices)) for these seed blocks.
The detector timing was synchronized such that the energy from real A'^.3 electrons
was mostly contained within the in-time slice (leading to the large peak bounded
by the vertical lines). Anything outside the lines is probably residual energy from
accidental activity occurring during earlier time slices, and the corresponding events
were removed from the calibration dataset.
The middle plot in Figure 5.4 shows the ratio £(in-time+l)/F (all slices),
corresponding to the slice immediately following the in-time slice. Because of the
rapidly falling tail of dynode pulses from the calorimeter PMTs (Figure 3.5). less
energy would be expected from real A'^.j electrons in this slice, meaning the peak
(bounded by the vertical lines) should shift downwards. Entries below the lower line
are still from residual early accidental activity, while entries above the upper line
come from new accidental energy arriving in this late slice. Cutting out all electrons
outside the lines removed even more out-of-time events from the calibration dataset.
The bottom plot shows the energy fraction distribution two slices after the
in-time slice. (£'(in-time+2)/E(all slices)). Even less of the in-time energy remains
in this slice, and the location of the in-time peak (bounded by the vertical lines) has
again shifted downwards. As with the two previous plots, everything outside the
vertical lines was removed. The process was repeated a total of 6 times (up through
5 slices after the in-time slice), leaving an essentially pure calibration sample with
no accidental activity remaining. Since PMT pulse shapes vary with energy and
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from real A'es electrons is expected in the in-time slice, meaning electrons outside
the vertical lines are from out-of-time accidental activity. Removing these events
guarantees a pure calibration sample for Etotal and HCC threshold extraction.
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crystal size, different cuts were made for low (< 3 GeV). medium (between 3 and
15 Ge\') and high (> 15 Ge\') energy pulses, as well as for small and large blocks.

Threshold extraction
Examples of threshold curves for Etotal sources ETl-4 were shown in Figure 3.1.
The curves were fit with error functions, using logistic regression. The turn-on
threshold of a source was defined as the energy at which the fit value was 0.5
(corresponding to the source being oQ7c efficient). The turn-on width was defined
as the difference in energy between 909c and 10% efficiency. Threshold curves were
fit to each of the 3100 channels of the HCC in the same fashion. An example of
such a fit was given in Figure 3.3.
Thresholds and widths for the Etotal sources and HCC bits were measured
as a function of time (the 1999 run. for example, was broken into 20 calibration
ranges) and were then installed into the KTe\' database. The monte carlo used
these parameters to create probability distributions describing whether a particular
Etotal source or HCC bit fired during generation of an event. .\s in the data, the
Etotal sources (ETl-4) were used as direct inputs to the Ll trigger. The HCC bits
that fired were stored in an array, which was passed to a simulated HCC processor.
The processor determined how many hardware clusters were present in the monte
carlo event, and passed on this information to the L2 state machine in the form of
a L2 source.

5.6

Accidental Overlays

At this point, the monte carlo event is still fairly "clean". While some interactions
(the creation of <!)—rays, for example) might have taken place, the only activity
present in the event is the direct by-product of particles from the initial decay. In
real life, however, this is far from the case. Beam interactions, cosmic rays, and junk

from the target and vacuum window all contibuted to an ever-present background of
accidental activity in the detector. This activity could lead to tracking inefficiencies
(by leaving an early hit on a drift chamber sense wire), mismeasurement of cluster
energies (if an accidental photon landed on a real electron cluster in the calorimeter),
or could even fire trigger sources (if a cosmic ray happened to cross ML'3 during
the in-time window).
As mentioned in Section 2.1.1. a special trigger was set up to record events
containing only accidental activity. These events were stored on disk to be used
as overlays during monte carlo generation. After pedestal subtraction. ADC values
(such as photon veto and calorimeter crystal energies) from the overlay event were
added directly to those from the generated event. Calorimeter energies were added
on a slice-by-slice basis. TDC entries (such as DC hits) from the overlay event were
added to the list of those in the generated event. Latch information from the overlay
and the generated event was combined using a logical OR. Since accidental activity
could lead to inefficient or spurious triggers, the overlay addition was performed
before evaluation of any trigger sources.

5.7

Trigger Simulation

Physics trigger definitions used by the monte carlo were identical to those used
during data taking.

As mentioned earlier, trigger sources for the photon vetos

were evaluated during particle tracing in order to conserve processing time. The
remainder of the LI trigger was ev'aluated upon successful generation of the event.
Algorithms used by the L2 processors (HCC. YTF. and the fruit) were replicated
in the monte carlo code, as were the software routines constituting L3.

Event

generation was stopped as soon as the event failed any level of the trigger. Events
that passed L3 were written to disk in exactly the same format as the data.
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Purpose
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Table 5.1: Type, purpose, and number (by run) of monte carlo events generated for
this analysis.

5.8

Monte Carlo Samples

Table 5.1 lists the type, purpose, and number (by run) of monte carlo events gen
erated for this analysis. Events were generated using Version 5.04 of the KTeV'MC
library. The relatively small number of generated signal monte carlo events is due to
the lengthy processing time reciuired for the radiative corrections. However, because
Kl —> e ' ^ e ' i s such a rare decay mode, the monte carlo sample statistics will
have only a marginal effect on the precision of the branching ratio measurement.
This measurement, including discussion of the three background modes listed in the
table, is the focus of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

Branching Ratio Analysis

As mentioned at the end of Chapter 3. almost SO DLT tapes of dimuon and fourtrack data were written during the three run periods, corresponding to a total data
sample of over 200 million events. Clearly, searching for interesting events was
not a trivial task (the proverbial needle in the haystack comes to mind). This
chapterdescribescuts m a d e t o thedataset to isolatesignal
normalization A"/. —v

e ^ e ~ a n d

events, and how these events were used to calculate

the I\\ —> e'^e~i.l'^/.r branching ratio.

6.1

Crunch

The first stage of analysis was known as the crunch. The crunch served three
purposes:

1. isolating e'^e~fi'*'/.i~ and

L3 tags on the split tapes

2. cutting out vacuum window junk events (described below)
3. writing crunched events to DLT tapes in a compressed format.

Only events with the appropriate L3 tags were crunched: all other events were dis
carded. After running the tracking and clustering routines outlined in Chapter 4.
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Figure 6.1: Fast vertexing results for data on a single split tape. Plotted is the c
position of the found vertex, in meters downstream of the target. Note the dominant
peak from interactions at the vacuum window. The bumps at 138 m and 152 m
correspond to interactions within RC7 and RC9. respectively.

the crunch called the fast vertexing algorithm, first described in Section 3.6'. Be
cause fast vertexing required only three tracks from a conmion vertex instead of
four, nuich less time was needed to crunch an event at this stage than with the full
four-track vertexing routine. The vertex c distribution of ail successfully vertexed
events from a single split tape is shown in Figure 6.1. The distribution is dominated
'Reconstructing the event again at the crunch stage allowed for the use of the more preci.se
offline calibration constants, which were unavailable to L.3 during data collection.
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by a peak at r = 159 m. the location of the kevlar/niylar window at the downstream
end of the vacuum region. These "vacuum window junk" events are not real kaon
decays: instead, they resulted from particle interactions within the kevlar. (Inter
actions within other aperatures are also evident in Figure 6.1. although to a much
lesser degree.) The primary aim of the crunch was to remove these vacuum window
interactions from the dataset.
Events were discarded if the fast vertexing routine returned a good vertex
within 1 ni upstream of the vacuum window, where "good" was defined to mean
that the uncertainty on the vertex c position (calculated from the uncertainties in
the slopes and intercepts of the fitted track segments used to form the vertex) was
less than 2 m. Events that survived this cut then underwent the full four-track
vertexing. If a four-track vertex was found, the event was compressed and written
out to tape. The crunch output filled a total of 12 DLT tapes with 22.7 million
events, a full order of magnitude reduction of the dataset. Monte carlo studies show
that the crunch caused a loss of only 0.89^ of signal events and 1.59c of normalization
events. All monte carlo events used in this analysis were crunched in exactly the
same manner as the data.

6.2

Bad Spill Cut

Unfortunately, a variety of problems during the run rendered some of the data
unusable. Hardware failures affected almost every detector at some point in time.
Some of these failures (of the PMTs. DPMTs. or drift chambers, for example) were
severe, as they led to corrupted measurements and faulty triggers. On the other
hand, problems with the TRDs or the hyperon trigger could safely be ignored, as
these systems were not used in this analysis.
A list of problems during data collection was compiled on a spill-by-spill
basis, using calibration data and the KTeV logbooks. These problems were classified
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Bit number

Problem

Cut?

1
2
3
4
5
6

trigger
DPMT pedestal exponent > 0 (bad QIE)
bad DPMT capacitor (out of rotation)
blown QIE comparator
misc dead DPMT
DPMT pedestal drift
PMT gain drift
broken PMT dynode
Csl pipeline problems
global Csl problems
Etotal
FERA ADC
drift chamber
photon veto
V'-bank
muon system
HCC
fruit
TRD trigger
hyperon trigger
DAQ. L3
not 799 run
short run
TRD
beam
unused

yes
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
\'es
no
no
\-es
yes
yes
no
yes
no

/

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24-28
29
30-32

Table 6.1: Bad spill cut summary. Only ".severe" bits were cut on.

according to cause and severity, and were installed in a "bad spill" database. This
database could be accessed by calling a special routine that returned a bitmask of
problems for any given spill. The mask contained 64 bits: 32 "warning" bits, and 32
"severe" bits. Table 6.1 lists the meaning of each bit. as well as which bits were cut
on for this analysis. Only events from spills with "severe" bits were cut. Figure 6.2
shows the distribution of bad spill bits for all events passing the crunch stage, with
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Figure 6.2: Severe bad spill bits for all 22.7 million events passing the crunch stage.
Bits from the 1997 data are plotted in the open histogram, while bits from the
1999 data are plotted in the cross-hatched histogram. Bit meanings are listed in
Table 6.1. Arrows point to the cut bits, corresponding to about 79? of the dataset.

arrows pointing to the bits that were cut on for this analysis. Applying the bad
spill cut led to a reduction of approximately 7% of the dataset.
It is clear from Figure 6.2 that the largest bad spill losses in this analysis
came from Level 3 trigger problems (bit 21) in 1999. At seemingly random times
during the 1999 run. arrays of calorimeter information became corrupted for certain
physics triggers during L3 processing. When this happened, the abrupt change in
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Figure 6.3: MU2 counter illumination (number of TDC hits per scintillator paddle)
for fully reconstructed 1999
events after all analysis cuts. The counter
map was shown in Figure 2.9. Despite the fact that this plane was in veto, over l7r
of events have in-time hits in the MU2 TDCs. illustrating the need for additional
trigger verification.

L3 acceptance set off an audio alarm, and the trigger had to be manually reset by
the shift crew. Unfortunately, the source of this problem was never found, and the
data from these periods had to be thrown out. HCC hardware problems (damaged
comparator chips and blown input buffers, see Section 3.2.1) caused the largest
losses in 1997 (bit 17).

6.3

Trigger Verification

Because of accidental activity, timing jitter, and inefficiencies in the trigger elec
tronics. it was possible for some unwanted events to slip through the KTe\' trigger
system. For example. Figure 6.3 shows the MU2 counter illumination for fully re
constructed 1999 normalization events after all analysis cuts (these cuts will be
described later). Despite that fact that MU2 was used as a veto in the four-track
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trigger, over 1% of normalization events contained an in-time hit in one of the ML'2
TDCs. This illustrates the need for trigger verification - cuts used to ensure that
the reconstructed event could indeed have satisfied the trigger reciuirements.
For the 1997 data, only the

trigger source was verified for the signal and

normalization modes. This is because the other elements (HCC. MU3 banks, the
fruit, etc.) were verified either implicitly or explicitly during the process of event
reconstruction. The 1997 verification was done by projecting the reconstructed
downstream track segments to the \'V' hodoscope planes. If a sufficient number of
tracks matched paddles with in-time hits, the event was considered verified.
While verification for the signal mode remained unchanged between 1997
and 1999. the process was slightly more complicated for 1999 normalization data
(due to the more restrictive nature of the four-track trigger; see Section 3.3.2).
These events were thrown out if any in-time hits were reconstructed in the .\IU2
veto TDCs. or if the total calorimeter energy was measured to be less than II Ge\'
(verifying the ETl recjuirement). in addition to the usual V'V verification.
Trigger verification at this stage reduced the total size of the dataset by
another 69r.

6.4

Particle Identification

The ratio E / p was used to associate tracks with particle types. .\s mentioned
earlier, relativistic electrons were expected to deposit all of their energy in the EM
calorimeter, giving an E/p of 1. MIPs such as muons and pions typically deposited
very little energy in the calorimeter, leading to an E/p near 0. Particles traveling
down a beam hole have an E/p of exactly 0. since they deposited no energy in
the calorimeter. About 30% of the time, a pion would interact hadronically within
the Csl. leading to a pion shower and an intermediate value of E/p. Tracks with
E/p > i are also possible, due to calorimeter and spectrometer resolution effects.
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of the ratio £/p for all tracks in the 1999 data. The peak
at E/p = I comes mostly from electrons, while the peak at 0 is from MIPs (muons
and pions). as well as from particles that traveled down a beam hole, depositing no
energy in the calorimeter. The hump in between is caused by haclronic interactions
from pions in the Csl. Tracks with E/p > I result from calorimeter and spectrometer
resolution effccts. or from accidental activity on top of a real electron cluster.

or from accidental activity on top of a real electron cluster. The E / p distribution
for all tracks in the 1999 data is shown in Figure 6.4.
Tracks with E / p between 0.8 and 1.2 were initially identified as electrons.
Charged pions in the normalization mode were reciuired to have an E/p less than 0.8
and hit the calorimeter at least 7 cm from the outside edges and 5 cm from either
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beam hole. The photon from the Dalitz decay in normahzation events was identified
by looping over all clusters not matched to tracks and taking the combination that
minimized the value

Muons in the signal mode were recjuired to

have E / p less than 0.8 and hit at least two out of the three muon trigger planes
(MU2. MU3X. and MU3V).
Signal events were accepted if they contained exactly two electrons and
two muons. Both electron tracks and at least one muon track were required to
match to clusters in the calorimeter, allowing for one muon down a beam hole.
Xormalization events were accepted if there were exactly two oppositely charged
electrons, two oppositely charged pions. and the mass of the best rr" fell between
120 and 150 MeX'/c". All tracks in the normalization mode were rec[uired to match
to clusters.
Approximately 560.000 signal and 1.4 million normalization events re
mained after the particle ID stage. The invariant mass distributions of reconstructed
signal and normalization events from all runs are shown in Figure 6.5.

6.5

Initial Cuts

Cuts that were then applied to both samples are listed below:

• 20 Gq\Ic < pi^ < 220 GeV'/c
• 90 m < vertex c < 158 m
• 0.95 < E/p < 1.05 for electrons
• Pf < 0.00025 Ge\"-/c• 0.482 GeV/c- < A//,- <0.512 Ge\7c• vertex \- < 40
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Reconstnjcli

Vertex

A

^ Z

Target

Figure 6.6: Definition of the variable P f . P t is the component of the reconstructed
momentum perpendicular to a line drawn from the target to the vertex. For a well
reconstructed event, this variable should be near 0.

• vertex reciuired to be in beam hole when projected to calorimeter face

The cuts on reconstructed kaon momentum (p^-) and vertex c position
were chosen because the acceptance for A'/, decays drops off ver\' cjuickly outside
of these ranges. Any events observed outside of these boundaries were most likely
niisreconstructed A'^, decays or background (probably A'^s or hyperons).
The parameter vertex

was first described in Section 4.3. The placement

of the cut at a value of 40 was chosen to eliminate background from two two-track
decays in the same RF bucket. This will be discussed in Section 6.7.
Pf is the scjuare of the transverse component of the reconstructed kaon
momentum perpendicular to a line drawn from the target to the vertex (see Fig
ure 6.6). If all the particles from the decay were accounted for. and the event was
reconstructed properly, this variable should be 0 (except for resolution effects). The
P^ distributions for 1999 normalization data and monte carlo are shown in Fig
ure 6.S(a). A clear excess of poorly reconstructed and background events is seen in
the data above the cut.
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The cut on A/^-. the reconstructed invariant mass, was dererminecl by fitting
a gaussian to reconstructed signal monte carlo, and allowing a region 3 a wide on
either side of the fitted mean. This mass region was also known as the signal region.
Further cuts were specific to each mode, and will be described separately
below.

6.6

Normalization Mode

.A.S mentioned earlier, the normalization mode served two main purposes. The first
was to provide a measurement of the kaonflux - the total number of

deca\'s that

occurred, both observed and unobserved, in the KTeV detector. The flux is needed
to calculate the branching ratio of the signal mode A'/. —> e^e~i^i'^f.r . Secondly,
high-statistics normalization mode data was compared to monte carlo to search for
discrepancies in the distributions of measured parameters. Such discrepancies could
point to the presence of background events, or could signify that the monte carlo
is not modehng the detector correctly, leading to possible niismeasurement of the
detector acceptance*. For these reasons, it was important to study the normalization
mode very carefully.

6.6.1

Furtlier cuts

ppQkine is a kinematic c|uantity used to detect any missing momentum in a recon
structed event. It is defined as the sc[uare of the longitudinal momentum of the
reconstructed
the

in the frame in which the longitudinal momentum component of

pair is 0 (see Figure 6.7). Mathematically, it can be expressed as

"Due to the rarity of A"/, —)• e ' * ' e ~ f . t ~ . signal events cannot be used for these kind of studies.
However, the topological similarities between the normalization and signal modes imply that any
systematic effects are probably common between the two datasets. leading to their cancellation in
the branching ratio calculation.
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VenuxV/^^PPOki^

Target

Figure 6.7: Definition of the variable ppOkine. This kinematic ciuantity is defined
as the sc[uare of the longitudinal momentum of the reconstructed
in the frame
in which the longitudinal momentum component of the
pair is 0. ppQkine
should be positive for true Ki —^
decays.

{Ml =
where

- AMz.Mz, 4[(/«)„+

is the invariant mass of the

transverse

pair. (P,~)n-n- is the sc[uare of the

momentum with respect to the kaon line of flight, and .1//^- is

the kaon mass (Senyo 1999). For properly reconstructed Kl —>•

decays.

ppOkine should be positive. A cut was made at ppOkine > —0.005 Ge\'-/c- to
allow for resolution effects. ppOkine distributions for 1999 data and monte carlo are
shown in Figure 6.S(b).
A large background contribution to the normalization mode dataset was
k\ —>

in which one of the photons from the n° decay converted into

a e"^e" pair in the material upstream of the first drift chamber (DCl). This led
to a final state identical to that of h'i —>

. In order to discriminate

between the two. the e"*" e~ hit separation distance at the first drift chamber was
calculated. Because DCl was located immediately downstream of the vacuum tank,
the separation distance of conversion events tended to be very small. Furthermore,
drift chamber performance was not very well understood at small track separations.
These resolution effects also helped to contribute to a significant data/monte carlo
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as measured by the Csl calorimeter. The disagreement at low energies is caused
by a combination of calibration, resolution, accidental activity, and bremsstrahlung
effects. The cut at 2 Ge\' removes this region from the dataset.
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discrepancy at small separation distances, seen clearly in Figure 6.8(cj. A cut on
the (?"*" €~ hit separation was made at 2 mm in order to remove this region from the
dataset.
A comparison of Dalitz photon energ\- distributions between data and
monte carlo shows strong disagreement at low values of E-. (see Figure 6.S(d)).
Because very low energy calibration electrons were kicked outside the fiducial vol
ume of the experiment by the analysis magnet, it was difficult to accurately measure
the calorimeter response in this energy regime. Soft bremsstrahlung and accidental
photons also complicated understanding of the photon response at low energies. .A.
cut on photon energy was therefore made at 2 Ge\' in order to avoid these systematic
effects.
Several other cuts were applied to guarantee the quality of the remaining
normalization sample. Pion showers from hadronic interactions in the calorimeter
were not understood as well as those from EM interactions. This led to the concern
that pion-photon shower overlap would not be modeled correctly by the monte
carlo. For this reason, events in which the photon cluster was located within 20
cm of either charged pion cluster were thrown out. Events wore also thrown out if
they contained less than three or more than five hardware clusters. This wide range
allowed for the possibility of one or both pions showering in the calorimeter. Cuts
on pion track momentum (> 7 GeV'/c) and pion track offset at the analysis magnet
(< 2 mm) were made to the normalization mode in order to cancel any possible
systematic effects from similar cuts on the muons in the signal mode. Finally, the cut
on the mass of the reconstructed
MeV/c-.

was tightened to 125 Me\'/c' <

< 1-15
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6.6.2

Persistent acceptance effects

12.490 normalization events survived all cuts in the 1997 data, while 458.448 re
mained from the 1999 data'^. Reconstructed

and .\/^o mass distributions for

these events are shown in Figure 6.9. Comparison between data and monte carlo
in vertex c position shows excellent agreement in 1997. However, there is a small
^Recall from Section 3.6 that the L3 tags used in 1997 were prescaled by a factor of .500 at Li.
while the tags used in 1999 were only prescaled by 20 (10 for the first o7c of the run) at the online
split stage.
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slope in kaon momentum when the ratio is taken between data and monte carlo (see
Figure 6.10). Fortunately, this disagreement appears to be insignificant, as shown
in Section 6.8.1. The disagreement between 1999 data and monte carlo in vertex c
appears to be more serious (shown in Figure 6.11). The excess of data at the down
stream end of the decay volume leads to a .3.5 a slope in the data/monte carlo ratio.
This effect is still not understood, and will be discussed further in Section 6.8.1.
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Other cut variables that exhibit severe data/monte carlo disagreement in
the normaUzation mode are vertex \- and Pf (problems common to most KTe\'
analysis modes). These overlays are shown in Figure 6.12. The source of these dis
crepancies has only recently been identified. In the default monte carlo simulation
of J—rays (Section 5.4.3). it was assumed that only one interaction could occur in
each drift chamber cell, that the rf—ray was knocked in a direction perpendicular
to the trajectory of the parent particle, and that no transverse momentum was im
parted to the parent particle during the interaction. A new monte carlo simulation
of c) —rays, in which these assumptions are avoided, provides much better agreement
in v' and Pf. The new simulation, however, was not used for this analysis.
Finally, there is also a discrepancy between data and monte carlo in the
electron E/p distributions for all three runs; Winter. Summer, and 1999. The
monte carlo seems to overestimate the E/p resolution in all three datasets (.see
Figure 6.13).
Systematic errors due to all these persistent acceptance effects will be dis
cussed further in Section 6.8.1.

6.6.3

Charged pion loss correction

In the later stages of this analysis, it was discovered (Kessler 2001) that charged
pions could be lost through several mechanisms that were not simulated in the
default monte carlo. Charged pion clusters in the calorimeter could be lost if the
pion showered in the

trigger hodoscopes. or if the pion traveled down the

crack between two Csl crystals. This would lead to an inefficiency in track-cluster
matching for pions. Since charged pions are present in the normalization mode but
not in the signal mode, this loss might be expected to bias the kaon flux estimate,
and therefore, the measurement of the branching ratio.
The track-cluster matching inefficiency was measured by reconstructing
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h'i

—>

decays and searching for charged pioii tracks that failed to match

to clusters in the calorimeter (Kessler 2001). When plotted as a function of track
momentum, the inefficiency spectrum is well fit by a third-order polynomial, as
shown in Figure 6.14. This fit to the inefficiency data was used to tag "lost" pions
during monte carlo generation. These events were thrown out during reconstruc
tion in order to account for pion loss mechanisms in the data. This resulted in
approximately a 1% correction to the normalization acceptance.

A'
P
.4

1997

1999

12.490
500
1.52 ± 0.017c
2.74 ±0.03 X 10"

458.448
10/20
1.60 ± 0.017c
3.64 ±0.02 X 10"

Total
—

—

—

6.39 ±0.04 X 10"

Table 6.2: Kaon flux results based on A'/^ —>
normalization events. .V. P.
.4. and
are defined in the text. Recall that the normalization mode prescale was
changed from 10 to 20 about b% into the 1999 run. Errors are purely statistical.

6.6.4

Kaon flux calculation

The total number of kaons decaying in the detector during a given run. JT. is given
b\-;

where .V is the number of data events after all cuts. P is the prescale used during
the run. A is the acceptance as measured from the monte carlo, and B is the
branching ratio of the normalization mode:
10"'^ (Groom et al. 2000b). Results for

6.7

6.7.1

£>f A't

>

—

) = (1.504±0.047) x

are shown for 1997 and 1999 in Table 6.2.

Signal Mode

Further cuts

Two main sources of background are evident in Figure 6.5(b). The low-mass peak
arises mostly from R'i —>•

decays in which the pions either decay to

muons in flight or punch through the muon steel and fire the muon trigger. Most
of this background was rejected by rec[uiring exactly two hardware clusters in order
to cut on the extra photon from the Dalitz decay. The broad high-mass feature
is mostly due to two I\\ —>

(A'^3) deca\'s occurring in the same RF bucket.

If both pions showered in the calorimeter (which happened about 9'-^ of the time),
the pions would be identified as electrons due to their large values of E/p. and the
final state would resemble that of the signal mode. However, since two separate
two-track decays in the same RF bucket are unlikely to yield a good four-track
vertex during reconstruction, the cut on vertex

(described in Section 6.5) was

effective in reducing background from this source. Figure 6.15 demonstrates the
power of these two cuts in eliminating the visible background. Xote that a peak is
now visible at the kaon mass.
Additional cuts specific to the signal mode made at this point were;
• muon track offset at analysis magnet < 2 nun
• muon cluster energy < 1.5 GeV
• muon track momentum > 7 GeV'/c
• particle charges consistent with

.

These cuts are illustrated in Figure 6.16. The cut on the muon track offset at the
analysis magnet helped to reject niuons that resulted from pion decay inside the
spectrometer. The cut on muon cluster energy ensured that the cluster was left
b\' a MIP. Since the momentum threshold of the muon system is approximately 7
GeV'/c. the cut on track momentum served to verify that the track could really have
come from a muon.

6.7.2

Backgrounds

Photon conversion background
The most significant source of background was

when the photon

converted to a e'^ e" pair in the material upstream of DCl. This material con
sisted of the vacuum window, the first, helium bag. a small air gap (to allow for the
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lowering of a safety shutter in front of the window during accesses to the experi
ment). and the upstream mylar window of DCl. The conversion probablility was
measured for each run by searching for charged tracks in reconstructed k\ —?• 3""
decays (Zimmerman 1999). and was found to be 0.00241 in the Winter run. 0.00246
during the Sununer run. and 0.002IS in 1999 (LaDue and Toale ). Conversions were
more likely in 1997 due to a leak in the first helium bag (effectively turning it into
an air bag). The leak was fixed in preparation for the 1999 run.
The A'/. —T

conversion background is particularly dangerous, as

it reconstructs in the invariant mass signal region. Based on nionte carlo studies,
about 47 background events could be expected in the signal region at this .stage
of cuts. Since conversions occurred just upstream of DCl. the electron separation
measiu'ed at DCl is very small. .Another characteristic is low reconstructed M^ethe invariant mass of the e'^ e~ pair. Figure 6.17 shows these variables in twodimensional space for conversion monte carlo, signal monte carlo, and all signal
data. Monte carlo predicts that cutting out the boxed region (hit separation > 2
nmi or

> 2.75 MeV'/c") rejects 99'/c of conversion events, while retaining 85';^

of the signal. This cut removed 57 events from the data (67 events were predicted
by monte carlo, a 1.2 rr discrepancy) leaving an expected background of 0.680 ±
0.013 events from he —y

conversions.

Pion decay/punchthrough background
.-Vs mentioned earlier, charged pion decay and/or punchthrough could fire the muon
trigger. Although the extra hardware cluster cut significantly reduced the back
ground from h'i —>

. events in which the photon has low energy or is lost

survived the cut. The decay modes k'c —r

and

might

also be expected to contribute to this background (although a photon conversion
would aLso be recjuired in the ca.se of
The ratio of decay probability to punchthrough probability was measured by
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reconstructing signal tags in the data as

and applying all signal

cuts, except the cut on extra hardware clusters. rr'^TT'-p monte carlo sets were
generated with different pion decay/punchthrough ratios, accepted on the diniuon
trigger, and reconstructed in the same manner. Events with pion decays tended to
reconstruct poorly due to the smeared kinematics, while punchthroughs tended to
reconstruct in a much narrower peak. Comparison of the subsec[uent data/monte
carlo overlays in

and

show that a pion decay/punchthrough ratio

of 60/40 produces the best agreement for 1997 data, while a 55/45 ratio appears to
match better for the 1999 data (see Figures 6.18 and 6.19).
Because the pion momentum spectrum was slightly softer in 1999 (due to
the lower Pt kick from the analysis magnet - see Figure 6.20). one would actually
expect the decay probability to be slightly higher than during 1997. Within the
errors of the overlays, however, no real significant conclusion can be made regarding
the relative values of the fit results for the 1997 and 1999 decay/punchthrough
probabilities. Additionally, when reconstructed as signal, the shape of the low-mass
background (and hence the background estimate) turns out to be cjuite insensitive
to the choice of decay/punchthrough ratio. This is demonstrated in Figure 6.21.
Several hundred million background k'i

—>

and R'i

—>

monte carlo events were generated in which each charged pion was
forced to either decay or punch through the muon steel in the appropriate ratio.
(Because the shape of
of

background distribution is virtually identical to that

. no monte carlo was generated for the former mode. The background

estimate from

was scaled appropriately to account for the presence of

events.) The invariant mass distributions of these backgrounds are plotted
in Figure 6.22(a) and (b).
In order to obtain an estimate of the total background from pion de
cay/punchthrough events, the background monte carlo datasets were added together
in a proportion that was allowed to float. The invariant mass distribution of the
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Figure 6.20: Distributions of pion track momenta from 1997 (top) and 1999 (bot
tom) Ki —>
events. All cuts have been made except for p- > 7 GeV/c.
Note that the 1999 spectrum is slightly softer than in 1997. due to the lower P, kick
from the analysis magnet. This would be expected to contribute to a larger pion
decay probability, which is not seen in the fits.
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rnonte carlo sum was then normalized by area to the low mass region in the data'.
The proportion between I\i —>

and

—> 7r'^-~e~e~ monte carlo was

varied until the \- between the data/nionte carlo distibutions was minimized. The
final overlay with signal data is shown in Figure 6.22(c). Using the constants found
from this relative normalization, a total of 0.064 ± 0.033 background events were
estimated, dominated by the contribution from A'/. —>

Double decay background
Remaining background from double A',,3 decays (two decays occuring in the same
RF bucket) was estimated without the use of monte carlo by assuming tliat wrongsigned (e'e~i.L^) events are double decays. Double decays yielding these wrongsigned events are expected to occur just as often as those mimicking the correctlysigned e'^e~i.r . Figure 6.23 shows the distribution of all e~e'i.ri.r events in the
Pf-invariant mass plane. Assuming that the events are evenly distributed through
out the plane, a linear extrapolation into the signal region gives a background
estimate of O.OSO ± 0.010 events from double A',,3 decays.

6.7.3

Background and cut summary

Table 6.3 summarizes the cuts applied to the normalization and signal samples.
After all cuts. 132

—> e'^e~/.r events remain in the signal region - 46

from the 1997 run and S6 from 1999 (see Figures 6.24 and 6.25).

The expected

background contributions for 1997 and 1999 are summarized in Table 6.4.
'An absolute normalization would require knowing the probability of punchthrough as a func
tion of pion momentum, as well as the probability of photon loss as a function of energy - distri
butions that are both very model-dependent.
•'The dominance of the contribution from Kt —>
is due to the relatively tiny branch
ing ratios of Ki —>
"e'^e" (3.5 x 10"') and A't —y
combined with a vacuum window
photon conversion (« 1.3 x I0~').
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A'/,

> TT"^ TT /T/,

A'/, —> (•"* (• //^ //

20 GeV/c < i>,^ < 220 GeV/c
90 111 < vertex c < 158 m
vertex in beam hole
0.95 < E/i> < 1.05 for elect rons
vertex \" < 40
P'r < 0.00025 GeV7(0.182 GeV/( - < Ml, < 0.512 GeV/c"
/),. > 7 GeV/c
n, > 7 GeV/c
n track magnet oiiset < 2 mm
// track magnet ofi'set < 2 nun
DGl c+f" hit .Sep > 2 mm
DCl ( ' c~ hit .se]) 2 > mm OR M,., > 2.75 iMeV/c"
= 2
3 < Nl,rlus < 5
all tracks niatclied to clusters
1 mnon allowed down beam liol(!
l)l ){)kiiir > -0.005 GeV'-Vc125 MeV/c- < iU,.,--, < 145 MeV/c'E, > 2 GeV
TT — 7 clusl(>r .separat ion > 20 cm
Ej/' < 1.5 GeV
Table G.3: .Suiiiiiiary of all cul.s applied to iioniialization and sij^iial .saiiiple.s.
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—>
conversions
/v'^3 double decays
Pion decay/punchthrough

h'i

Total background

1997
1999
0.261 ± 0.006 0.419 ± 0.012
0.030 ± 0.006 0.050 ± 0.008
0.017± 0.013 0.047 ± 0.030
0.308 ± 0.016

Table 6.4: Backgrounds to A'/^ —> e'^e

.A.11 data
0.680 ± 0.013
0.080 ±0.010
0.064 ± 0.033

0.516 ±0.033 0.824 ± 0.037
for 1997. 1999. and total.
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6.8

Branching Ratio Calculation

The branching ratio B is calculated using the following formula:
B i h i — e p f^rfi

) =.4.

-V
X

—

(6.3)

J

where .V is the background-subtracted number of events. A is the acceptance cal
culated from the monte carlo, and T is the kaon flux, calculated in Section 6.6.
The radiative corrections included in the signal monte carlo have a fairly
large impact on the signal acceptance. If the radiated photon carries a sufficient
amount of energy, the invariant mass of the reconstructed signal event will drop
below the cut at 0.482 GeV'/c". and the event would be lost. Therefore, includ
ing events from the whole spectrum of radiated photon energies would lead to an
extrapolation into a region with no signal acceptance at all.

To avoid this ef

fect. the acceptance calculation was limited to events passing an infrared cutoff at
> 0.9.5. where
"".

(6.4)

This ratio is related to E*. the energy of the radiated photon in the kaon rest frame.
b\(1 -

).

(6.5)

The cutoff at .iV+e-,,+,,- > 0.95 therefore corresponds to a E' value of 0.025-\//\-.
or 12.4 MeV (Barker ). This restricts the calculation of the signal acceptance to
approximately Qb% of the E' spectrum.
The branching ratio results for 1997. 1999. and the complete dataset are
shown in Table 6.5. The

between the 1997 and 1999 values comes to 0.28/1 dof.

which translates to a probability of agreement of 60%.
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.V
.4
B

1997

1999

45.692
6.77 ± 0.0o7c
2.48 ± 0.37 X 10-^

85.484
8.85 ± 0.087c
2.73 ± 0.29 X 10-'-^

All data
—

—

2.63 ±0.23 X 10-''

Table 6.5: K'l — e ^ e ' f .i'^i.r branching ratios for 1997. 1999. and all data. .4. and
B are calculated using a radiative cutoff at
> 0-95. The branching ratio
for the complete dataset was calculated by taking the weighted average of the 1997
and 1999 branching ratios. Errors at this stage are purely statistical.

\'ertex r range (m)
90-158 (nominal)
90-112
112-129
129-158

Total kaon flux (xlO'^)
6.39 ±
6.36 ±
6.34 ±
6.47 ±

0.04
0.06
0.06
0.07

9c change in total flux
—

-0.40 ± 0.817c
-0.80 ± 0.8l7c
+1.24 ± 0.837

Table 6.6: Total kaon flux, calculated in equally populated bins of vertex r. As
might be expected from Figure 6.11. the largest variation from the nominal flux
occurs at the most downstream bin.

6.8.1

Systematic errors

1999 c slope
.A.S mentioned in Section 6.6. discrepancies between data and monte carlo e.xist in
several cut variables. One of the most obvious of these is the disagreement of the
1999

vertex c distribution at large c (Figure 6.11). In order to obtain a

conservative estimate for the systematic effect from this mismeasurenient on the
branching ratio, the normalization c slope was simply integrated over the range of
interest. 90 - 158 m. giving an error of 1.64 ± 0.56%.
Three different methods were used as crosschecks. In the first, the total
(1997 + 1999) kaon flux was calculated in ec[ually populated bins of vertex c. The
results are shown in Table 6.6. While the flux should be independent of r. there
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Figure 6.26: 1999 A'/. —>
vertex c (left) and kaou momentum (riglit)
distributions after all cuts, with the cut on electron separation at DCl moved from
2 to 25 mm. Histogram is monte carlo, dots are data. Xote that the disagreement
at the downstream end in vertex r is much smaller than in Figure 6.11. and the
slope of the data/nionte carlo ratio is now consistent with 0.

is a significant shift (1.24 ± 0.83%) in the most downstream bin. This should not
be surprising, as this is where the data/monte carlo disagreement is located in
Figure 6.11. The second crosscheck makes use of the fact that the disagreement in
1999 vertex r seems to be correlated with the cut on electron separation at DCl.
When the cut is moved from 2 to 25 nmi. the downstream disagreement shrinks,
and the slope becomes consistent with 0 (see Figure 6.26). Tightening the cut to
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25 mm in botii 1997 and 1999 ciianges the total kaon flux by 0.97 ±0.379^. In the
third crosscheck. 1999 normalization and signal data were reweighted to match the
monte carlo in vertex r. This shifted the total branching ratio by 0.66 ± 0.90%.
All three crosschecks produced answers consistent with the estimate ob
tained by integrating the vertex r slope over the fiducial region. This systematic
error due to misunderstanding of the vertex r distribution in 1999. 1.64 ±0.56'^.
translates to a total effect of 1.91% when 689c (1^) of the error gaussian area is
integrated from 0.'' It should be noted that this (.s a rather conservative estimate,
as it assumes the data/monte carlo discrepancy is limited only to the normaliza
tion mode, and does not similarly affect the signal mode. Since acceptance effects
conmion to the two modes cancel in the calculation of the branching ratio, any
systematic estimate that depends solely on the normalization mode is probably an
overestimate of the actual error.

1997 p slope
Similar methods were used to determine the size of the systematic effect from the
slope in 1997 kaon momentum, shown in Figure 6.10. Simply integrating the 1997
p slope from 20 to 220 Ge\'/c provides an error estimate of 2.38 ± 1.80%. However,

there is ample reason to believe that the effect is not statistically significant. Ta
ble 6.7 shows how the total kaon flux varies when calculated in equally populated
p bins. No p dependence is evident in the flux measurements. Furthermore, when

the 1997 normalization and signal data were reweighted to account for the observed
slope in p. the total branching ratio shifted by only 0.56 ± 1.18%. Because there
is no compelling evidence for an effect due to the 1997 p slope, no systematic is
quoted.
"This method is used to account for the statistical errors on all systematic effects in tliis
analysis.
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p range (GeX'/c)

Total kaon flux (xlO^^)

20-220 (nominal)
20-60
60-83
83-220

6.39 ± 0.04
6.38 ± 0.06
6.39 ± 0.06
6.40 ± 0.06

9c change in total flux
—

-0.11 ±0.89%
0.0 ± 0.797c
+0.14 ± 0.787c

Table 6.7: Total kaon flux, calculated in equally populated bins of kaon momentum.
No significant effect is evident.

E / p disagreement

Disagreement m E / p (shown in Figiu-e 6.13) was isolated to the mismeasurement
of monte carlo cluster energies. In order to determine a systematic error from this
effect, these energies were "nudged" during clustering at the crunch stage to obtain
better data/MC agreement. For the Winter monte carlo, this involved gaussiansmearing the energies by approximately \o7(. For the Summer monte carlo, the
energies were smeared by 17% and then shifted up by 0.279?. Tlie 1999 monte
carlo required a double-gaussian smear to match the data.

Reconstructing the

monte carlo with the new cluster energies led to much better looking overlays (see
Figure 6.27). The branching ratio, when calculated with the new monte carlo cluster
energies, shifted by 0.099r. This value was taken to be the systematic error from
E/p misunderstanding.

Vertex \-, P f disagreement
Vertex \- and

are complicated variables that are difficult to nudge in this fashion.

As mentioned in Section 6.6.2. disagreement in these distributions was traced to the
simulation of <5—rays within the drift chamber cells. Systematic errors from these
variables were estimated by shifting the cuts made on them and measuring the effect
on the branching ratio. Figure 6.28 shows how the branching ratio moved when these
cuts were varied. Also shown is the effect on the branching ratio from shifting the
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Figure 6.28: Shifts in percent of the branching ratio as the cuts on P f . vertex \-.
and Pmip are varied. Xote the walk in vertex
Deviations in the other two
variables appear to be statistical.

momentum cut on the tracks associated with minimally ionizing particles (pions in
the normalization mode, muons in the signal mode) - recall that the nominal value
of the muon momentum cut was loosened from 10 to 7 GeV/c since the previous
study of Ki^ —> e^e~i.r was published (Alavi-Harati et al. 2001c).
There appears to be a small walk in the branching ratio as the cut on vertex
\- is tightened. It can be argued on the basis of Figure 6.15(a) that the cut on
vertex \- is reasonable down to the value of 25. where the data and rnonte carlo
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Figure 6.29: Shift in the total kaon flux as the cut on vertex
is varied. This
provides a better estimate of the systematic effect than the walk in the branching
ratio, due to the greater statistical power. .A.n error of 1.105? is used from the
deviation at a vertex
cut at 25.

distributions cross. The full systematic error at this point would correspond to a
value of 3.6%. However, this number is dominated by the statistical error on the
branching ratio shift. In order to get a more realistic estimate of the effect from
this misunderstanding, a plot was made showing how the total kaon flux varies as
the cut on vertex \- is tightened. Because of the greater statistical power, the walk
in the kaon flux gives a better estimate for the systematic error from the cut on
vertex \-. The deviation of 1.10%. taken at the vertex

of 25. is used.
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Vc of events with accidental overlays

9c change in branching ratio

100 (nominal)
7-5
•50
25
0

-0.07 ± 0.197c
+0.61 ± 0.209c
-1.55 ± 0.177c

—

-1.53 ± 0.297c

Table 6.8: Changes in the branching ratio clue to various populations of accidental
overlays.

Accidental overlay effects
Accidental activity was sinuilated during the generation of nionte carlo by overlaying
events taken in a special out-of-time trigger, described in Sections 2.1.1 and -5.6.
A cut on extra clusters has been shown to be extremely useful in the elimination
of background; it was therefore important to understand how accidental activity
affected the acceptance of both modes.
Monte carlo sets were were generated with different fractions of events re
ceiving accidental overlays, in order to sinudate \-arious levels of accidental activity.
Table 6.S shows that the branching ratio is somewhat dependent on the amount of
overlays used, .\lthough it is believed the simulation of accidental activity in the
monte carlo is understood fairly well (see Figure 6.30). a conservative error of 1.679?
was chosen (corresponding to the largest deviation in Table 6.S).

Charged pion loss uncertainties
Recall that the correction for track-cluster matching inefficiency from charged pion
losses was calculated using a third-order polynomial fit to

—> rr'*"7r~T° data

(Figure 6.14). To accout for the effects of uncertainties in the fit parameters, new
normalization mode nionte carlo was generated in which the fit parameters were
each shifted by 1 cr, with the sign of the shifts chosen to maximize the effect on the

Number cf ""cdwcre c:u.ste''s. 1999

Number of y view :raC'<s, *999 TTVrr'j.
Figure 6.30: Data (clots) and monte carlo (histogram) comparisons for (a) number of
hardware clusters, and (b) number of ij view tracks for reconstructed 1999
events. Both of these variables are dependent on the level of accidental activity. The
agreement seen in these overlays demonstrates that the level of simulated accidental
activitv in the monte carlo is fairlv well understood.
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overall correction. L'sing this new monte carlo to calculate the normalization mode
acceptance led to a change of 0.339? in the branching ratio.

Muon scattering
The most difficult systematic to measure was the effect due to misunderstanding
of multiple scattering through the nmon filter. Much work has been done to im
prove the monte carlo sinmlation of nmon scattering, details of which can be found
in (Quinn 2000). However, discrepancies between data and monte carlo still remain,
leading to the concern that the signal mode acceptance might be wrong.
The systematic effects of scattering were parameterized by a variable called
xdiff. defined as the position difference in x between the muon's downstream track

segment when projected to MU2 and the actual .r position at .\IU2. The xdiff
spectrum is. of course, strongly dependent on muon momentum.
This study made use of data from two special long muon runs taken with
the analysis magnet on: one during the Winter run. and the other during the 1999
run. xdiff distributions were plotted in 5 Ge\'/c momentum bins for muons that
hit the overlap region between adjacent counters in MU2. so that the x position
was known to within a centimeter. Distributions were also plotted for muon run
monte carlo containing the default muon scattering simulation. Data/monte carlo
overlays for the first nine momentum bins of the 1997 study are shown in Fig
ure 6.31. For reference, the mean union momentum in generated e~e~ 1^1.1' events
is approximately IS GeX'/c.
It appears that the scattering width is underestimated by the monte carlo
at higher values of muon momentum - an effect that is also seen in the 1999 data.
While the xdiff distributions generated by the default monte carlo are fit well by
a single gaussian. those in the data were better approximated by the sum of two
gaussians. shown in Figure 6.32. A systematic error quantifying this discrepancy
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»diff. 3 5 < 3 < - 0 GeV

~0<p<~5

Ccv

<ai'f. -5<s<:

Figure 6.32: Fits to xdiff distributions of 1997 long niuon run data. The distri
butions are well approximated by the sum of two gaussians. Reconstructing signal
nionte carlo with these fit parameters led to a total shift in the branching ratio of
0.559c.
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was obtained by forcing the xdtff distributions of muons from signal nionte carlo
to match those found in the fits to the nuion run data. This was done by manually
shifting the s position of a muon the necessary distance just upstream of MU2
during generation. Doing so caused a shift in the branching ratio of 0.55%. implying
that the signal acceptance is fairly insensitive to the details of the muon scattering
sinmlation.

Trigger effects
During data collection, the L3 trigger only had access to online calibration constants.
However, the monte carlo datasets used in this analysis were generated using the
more precise offline constants, calculated at the end of the run. In order to determine
if this data/monte carlo procedural discrepancy led to any systematic biases, new
monte carlo was generated using the online database. Using this new monte carlo
for the acceptance calculations led to a minute change of 0.109!: in the branching
ratio.
.A. more significant effect might be expected due to the trigger differences
in the normalization mode between 1997 and 1999 (see Section 3.3.2). The fourtrack trigger used in 1999 rec[uired more sources, and was therefore more restrictive,
than the two-track trigger used in 1997. A bias introduced by these e.xtra sources
might affect the 1999 kaon flux, and therefore the branching ratio. In order to .see
if this wiis the case, several thousand two-track events (the kind of tag used for
normalization in 1997) were recovered from the raw 1999 data tapes. The tapes
were taken from three time periods, spread over the 1999 run. Two-track monte
carlo was also generated for these periods.
.After reconstruction of the two-track events, the additional Ll and L2
trigger recjuirements from the four-track trigger were imposed (both individually
and collectively) on the data and monte carlo events. Using the acceptance figures
from the monte carlo, the kaon flux for each time period was calculated before and
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Figure 6.33: Results of the four-track trigger .systematic study. The top plot shows
the calculated kaon fiux (in arbitrary units), totaled over the three time periods
used, as four-track trigger sources were individually imposed on a two-track nor
malization sample. The rightmost point represents a complete simulation of the
four-track trigger. The bottom plot shows the difference, in percent, between each
of these fluxes and the flux calculated from the default two-track normalization,
taking correlations into account. There is a difference of l.Sl9c between the fluxes
measured from the two-track and simulated four-track triggers.

after the four-track trigger simulation. .A.ny difl'crence between the two fluxes was
interpreted as a systematic eff'ect from the four-track trigger sources. Figure 6.33
shows the results of the study, summed over the three time periods. Application of

1S4

the additional trigger requirements required to transform the two-track trigger into
the four-track trigger led to a change in the total flux of —1.31 ± 1.03';^'. which
integrates to a total systematic effect of 1.8l9f. However, since the four-track trigger
was used only for 1999. which makes up

579c

of the total KTe\' dataset. this error

was scaled down to 1.03%.
It should be noted that there appears to be a large discrepancy in the
YTF.UDO L2 trigger source. While some of the two-track events in the data

failed the VTF rec[uirement. all of the monte carlo events had this particular trigger
latch bit set. This is not currently understood. However, cis a consistency check, the
complete simulated four-track fluxes from this study were compared to the actual
four-track fluxes from the data, and were found to be ec[ual to within one standard
deviation.

Uncertainty on the DIP parameters a and i
As mentioned in Section 5.2.1. the value of the DIP parameter a used to generate
monte carlo for the signal acceptance calculation was a = —1.53. the central value
of the result from the form factor analysis (a,/,„pe = —l-SSIo yo) to be described
in Section 7.2. Of course, the uncertainties associated with this value translate
into a systematic effect on the signal acceptance. To obtain an estimate of the
size of this effect, new signal .NIC datasets were generated with a = —2.72 and
a = —7.23. la deviations from the central value in either direction. Recalculating
the signal acceptance using the lower value of a led to the more significant shift
in the branching ratio. 1.90%. This value was used as a systematic error, \ arying
the input value for 3 was found to have an insignificant effect on the overall signal
acceptance.
' For the curious, flux discrepancies for each of the three individual time periods were 0.4±2.1'^.
—3.0 ± 1.59c. and —0.5 ± 1.9%.

I\i —> 7r~-~~p BR uncertainty
1999 vertex c slope
DIP a uncertainty
Accidentals
Monte carlo statistics
Vertex
walk
1997/1999 normalization trigger differences
Muon scattering
Pion loss uncertainties
L3 calibration constants
E/p disagreement
Background uncertainty

0.557
0.337
0.107
0.097
0.037

Total

4.S77

Table 6.9: Systematic errors on the A'/. —>• e^e

6.8.2

3.127r
1.917c
1.907c
1.677c
1.117c
1.107
1.037

branching ratio.

Tabulation of systematic errors

Table 6.9 summarizes the svstematics described in this section. The total of 4.879?
is dominated by the external uncertainty on B{Ki —>

). and corresponds

to a systematic error in the branching ratio of 0.13 x 10"'^.
The final branching ratio is therefore:
B{h'L

7/- ;

> 0.95) = (2.63 ± 0.23^,., ± 0.13syst) x lO"'"^

based on 132 events in the signal region, with approximately 0.8 expected back
ground events.

6.9

Limit on

f\\

—>

Branching Ratio

The distribution of reconstructed e ' e v e n t s has already been shown in
Figure 6.23. The absence of events in the signal region was used to set a limit on
the branching ratio for this lepton fiavor-violating decay, which is allowed under

1S6

certain extensions to the Standard Model (Technicolor and Supersymnietry. for
example (Appel et al. 2000)).
Four-body phase space monte carlo was generated for the three run periods
in order to obtain an acceptance estimate of 9.27%. Together with the total kacn
flux of 6.39 X 10". a single event sensitivity of 1.69 x 10" was calculated. With no
signal events in the absence of background, this corresponds to a 909( confidence
level limit^ of;

B { K l —^

) < 4.12 x 10""

This is a full factor of .3 improvement over the published limit of 1.23 x 10"(AlaviHarati et al. 2001c).

"This limit was calculated using the Feldnian-Cousins methodologj- (Feldman and Cousins
1998).
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CHAPTER 7

k\

Form Factor Analysis

Xow that signal h'i —>• e'^e~f.i^(.r events have been isolated from the clataset.
they can be used to study the dynamics of the A'^ " '"' vertex. Two methods will
be used in this chapter to obtain measurements of the DIP form factor parameters
Q and .i. The .ihape method takes advantange of the fact that these parameters
connect to the momentum of the virtual photons, and are therefore related to the
invariant mass distributions of the electron and muon pairs in the final state. Monte
distributions, generated with varying values of q and 3. can be

carlo .\/ee and

compared to the corresponding data distributions in order to find the best fit. The
branching ratio method makes use of the fact that the predicted rate for the decay

A'f. — d e p e n d s strongly on a. Therefore, an independent measurement
of Q can be obtained using the branching ratio result from the previous chapter.
Finally, the angular distribution of the signal decay products will be examined for
any asymmetry, which woulrl indicate the presence of a CP-violating contribution
to the h'i

7.1

vertex.

Expected Sensitivity

As seen in the previous chapter, a total of 132 A'/. —> f'^e~f.i'^i.r events have
been identified in the entire KTeV dataset. That's not a lot of data to work with,
especially with the hope of measuring a ciuadratic form factor term. However, even
with the limited statistics, there is evidence for a non-trivial form factor. Figure 7.1
shows the

and

distributions for the accepted events, overlaid on monte
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Figure 7.1: .1/^^ and
distributions for the 132 accepted
—> e^e~j.r^.r
signal events (dots) overlaid on .\IC (histogram) generated with a = .5 = 0. The
disagreement seen in the
overlay suggests the existence of a non-trivial form
factor.

carlo generated with a flat form factor (Ecjuation 1.32 with a = J = 0). The almost
3(7 disagreement seen in the

overlay suggests the existence of a non-trivial

form factor, with a 7^ 0.
Unfortunately, it appears that this analysis will be insensitive to a 3 of

1S9

the theoretically expected size. Figure 7.2 shows the magnitude of the DIP form
factor (Eciuation 1.32) as a function of

and

for a = —1.54 and 3 = -f-2

(recall from Chapter 1 that the best experimental measurement, from analysis of
h'i —y

. is

Q

= —1.54±0.10: and that two theoretical calculations, discussed

in Section 1.3.3. place 3 at a value around +2). Also shown are projections onto
both invariant mass axes, as well as the contributions to the total from each term
of the form factor. Note that the J term contributes only a very small amount
to the total form factor magnitude. This becomes even more of a concern when
it is noted that the form factor is squared in the expression for the differential

K l —^

rate (Equation 1.53).
The small 3 dependence is further illustrated in Figure 7.3. which overlays

monte carlo

and

distributions at generation (before any geometric detector

effects, trigger requirements, or analysis cuts) for 3 values of +2 and +10. It can
be seen that the sensitivity to 3 is confined to the high end of the

spectrum,

where the statistics are the lowest. Compare this to the shape dependence of
on a. shown in Figure 7.4.
However, while the expected insensitivity to 3 is somewhat discouraging, it
is advantageous in the sense that it allows for fitting the data for a and 3 indepen
dently. instead of dealing with the complexities of a simultaneous two-dimensional
fit. Examination of Equation 1.32 and Figures 7.3
Q mostly affect the shape of the

7.4 reveals that changes in

spectrum, while

is almost exclusively

sensitive to 3.

7.2

Measuring a Using a Shape Analysis

A reweighting technique was used to fit for the most likely value of a in the shape
analysis. Signal mode monte carlo was generated for known values of o and 3.
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Figure 7.2: Top: Magnitude of the DIP form factor (Eciuation 1..32) as a function of
Mee and
for a = -1.54. J = +2. Bottom: Projections of tiie two-dimensional
distribution onto each mass axis, as well as the relative contributions to the total
from each term. Note that the total is almost completely insensitive to the 3 term
- a fact even further magnified i)y the fact that the form factor is scjuared in the
calculation of the I\\ —>
rate (Ec[uation 1.53).
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labeled

QQ

and JQ ' . MC events that passed all analysis cuts after reconstruction

were the reweighted for many different values of a,, while i, was fixed at 3q. The
weights were calculated using the ratio
/ ('^1- •^O)
H ( a , . . i1, ). = —
—.

(/< .1l )\

rw'i

where / is the expression for the DIP form factor (Ec|uation 1.32). These reweightecl
events were then used to fill histograms in

and

for each value of a,, which

were compared to the corresponding distributions in the data. The most likely value
of

Q,

(dubbed a^hape)

determined by maximizing the log-likelihood function
ribins

C(a,) =

' ' j ln(//^(a,))-//_,(aj - ln(rj!) .

(7.2)

where fj and /ij(a,) are the numbers of data and monte carlo events in each his
togram bin. respectively. The summation was carried out over the

and

distributions (each partitioned into 10 bins) for every value of o,. The fit. shown in
Figure 7.5. provides a value of
cis/iape =-4.53i.V?i .

(7.3)

the statistical error being found by measuring the width of the fitted parabola 0.5
units below the maximum.
In the Ki —>
of ctshape

shape analysis, significant shifts in the fitted value

observccl as the analysis cut on track momentmu was varied (Quinn

2000). To test if this analysis is similarly affected, the cut on nuion momentum
was moved from its nominal value of 7 to 10 GeV'/c. This led to a shift in ashnpe
of —13.4 ± 14.Based on data/MC disagreements seen in the branching ratio
analysis, other cut variations were also tried. Moving the cut on vertex \ ' from the
nominal value of 40 to 25 moved a^hape by +0.3 ±

Tightening the cut on P,"

from 250 to 200 MeV/c" changed Qshapc by —1.1 ±4.7%. Moving the downstream
'ao and Jq were chosen to be -4.60 and 0. respectively. The choice of initial vahies ends up
having no effect on the final fit results.
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Figure 7.5: (a) Log-likelihood as a function of a, in the A'/, —y e^e~j.L^shape
analysis. The parameter 3 is fixed at 0. (b) Close-up of the maximum of the
log-hkelihood distribution, which corresponds to a fit vahie of a^i,ape = -4.53tj ?o-
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Number of bins
8
9
10 (default)
11
12
13

a shape from fit
1 Q-+1>.U'J
l.O ( _2.90
1 |—rl.SU
"4.4/ _2,54
-4.53iV^
-4.381.^3
-4.54:V^i
^-1112.39

Table 7.1: Fitted value of ashape versus the number of bins used in the
and
plots. The average of these entries. —4.50. is almost identical to the default value
of -4.53.
cut on vertex c from 158 to 150 m caused Q,/,„pe to increase by 8.9 ± 12.09^. The
time dependence of ashape was studied by separating the total fit result into inde
pendent 1997 and 1999 measurements. The values found for these two time periods
were —5.5917 54 and —4.1213 ig, respectively. There appears to be no significant
systematic difference between the 1997 and 1999 results.
It was seen during the F x'l —> e^e~f.ri .r branching ratio analysis that the
default monte carlo simulation of muon scattering underestimates the scattering
width at higher values of muon momentum (see Figure 6.31). This was seen to have
a small (ss 0.69c) effect on the total signal acceptance. However, because the effect
is momentum-dependent, it might be e.xpected to distort the shape of the
spectrum, and therefore bias the measurement of a in the shape analysis. Fitting
a special set of monte carlo generated with the additional muon scattering led to a
shift in asfinpe of —5.3 ± 10.49f.
Finally, the value of a^hape seems to depend somewhat on the number of
bins used in the log-likelihood calculation (see Table 7.1). However, the average of
these entries. —4.50. is almost identical to the default value of -4.53.
Because none of the systematic effects are clearly statistically significant,
no systematic error is cjuoted on the final value for Oshape-
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7.3

Measuring J Using a Shape Analysis

The shape analysis for 3 was carried out in much the same way as that for a.
Events passing all analysis cuts were reweightecl for many different values of J,,
while a, was fixed at

QQ

(now chosen to be —1.53). The weights are now given by

the expression
n (Q,.i,) — —— — .
/-(Qo. J o )

((.4)

while the log-likelihood function becomes
nbins

= n 'j

-ln(r^!).

(7.5)

j='

The fit results are shown in Figure 7.6.

The log-likelihood function is

maximized at a value of:
•W =+12.3 ±77.1.

(7.6)

This value is consistent with the theoretical prediction of J ^ +2. However, the lack
of sensitivity precludes any stronger claim based on this limited dataset. In order
to measure J with a statistical error on the order of 1 unit, a A'c — r e'e~i.i~/.r
sample of about 750.000 events would be rec[uired - a dataset that unfortunately
won't be seen for ciuite some time, if ever.

7.4

Measuring a Using the A'^ —)•

The differential decay rate of A ' l —>

e~j.i'^was

Branching Ratio

given in Ecjuation 1.53. By in

serting the DIP form factor (Ecjuation 1.32) into Eciuation 1.53 and integrating over
the kinematically allowed phase space of ql and qj^. the branching ratio (normalized
to B{A'c —"",)) can be directly related to the DIP form factor parameters. Con
veniently, this integration was done automatically by the DIP monte carlo, which
also accounted for the effects from radiative corrections.
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Figure 7.6: Log-likelihood as a function of J, in the
shape
analysis. The parameter a is fixed at —1.53. The maxinmm of the log-likelihood
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7.7:
Theoretical
prediction
of the ratio Bih't —>• e'^e'j.i^j.r )
—)• - -) as a function of the DIP pa
rameter Q . Also shown is the extrapolated value of Q -br. based on the measured
I\L —>•
branching ratio of (2.63 ± 0.23±0.13syst) x 10"^. and as
suming .i = 0 (dots). The error bars on the experimental result (dotted lines)
include the uncertainty on B(Ki —t --). This method provides an estimate for
aa/j of —1.43 ±0.39, consistent with earlier measurements. The triangles show the
effect of setting 3 to +2.

The predicted dependence of the

—y e^e~branching ratio on a

is shown in Figure 7.7. Using the final measurement of (2.63 ± 0.23,,/ai ± O.LSjyj^) x
10"''

> 0.95). and assuming 3 = 0. this method provides a value of
asfi = -1.43 ±0.39.

(7.7)
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It should be noted from Figure 7.7 that the shape of the normalized branching ratio
vs. a curve does depend on J. but only very weakly. Moving J to a value of +2
changes

QBR

by less than a percent.

Using a weighted average of the shape and branching ratio measurements
of o. a final result from the A'l —r e~e~[.r i.r mode can be calculated:
= —1.52 ±0.38.
This result is consistent with the earlier measurements from h'i —r /.ri^r- and
k'i —y e~p~e~e~ .

7.5

Search for CP -violation in the Decay

As mentioned in Chapter 1. a CP-violating contribution to the Ki "'"' interaction
would result in an asynmietry in the angular distribution of the final state decay
products. Figure 7.8 shows the distribution in sin o cos o for the 132 signal events
and monte carlo with no CP-violation (the angle o is pictured in Figure 1.7).
The asynmietry A is defined as

where .V+ (.V_) is the acceptance corrected number of events in the positive (neg
ative) range of sin o cos o. With 63 data events in the positive range and G9 in
the negative range, an asynmietry of ^ = —5.3 ± 12.3'^. was calculated, consistent
with 0. (The value of the asymmetry for the pure CP-conserving monte carlo is
0.4±0.7'7r).
As with the DIP parameter fits, the time dependence of this asymmetry
was studied by separating the total fit result into independent 1997 and 1999 mea
surements.

The values found for these two time periods were -8.5 ± 23.1 and

—3.2 ± 13.6. respectively. The

of 0.04/1 dof corresponds to a probability of
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Figure 7.8: Distribution of 132 signal data events (dots) and nionte carlo with no
CP-violation (histogram) in sin ocos o. The measured asymmetry in the data is
A = —5.3 ± 12.39c. providing a 909c C.L. limit of
< 2o.o%
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agreement of over S4'/r (not surprising, since the statistical error bars are so large).
Xor were any significant systematic effects observed when analysis cuts (on nuioii
momentum, vertex v"- Pf-

vertex c) or the DIP parameters for the acceptance

MC were varied.
Using the Feldman-Cousins methodolog}' (Feldman and Cousins 199S) to
eliminate the unphysical region of |^| < 0. a limit of
Ml < •25.57r. 907c C.L.

(7.9)

was obtained. Based on tliis measurement of the asymmetry, it can be concluded
that no evidence currently exists for a significant CP-violating contribution to the

Kl';'vertex.
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CHAPTER 8

Conclusions

The study of the rare decay mode k'l —?• e~e~i^r has come a long way since
the discovery of a single event by the E799-I collaboration. The 1997 and 1999
runs of the KTe\' experiment have increased the world sample by over two orders
of magnitude, producing a total sample of 132 signal events, with an expected
background of O.S events.
-Analysis of this signal has produced a myriad of interesting results. The
branching ratio was calculated to be
B{[\i —J-

> 0-95) = (2.63 ± 0.23stat ±0.13syst) x 10~'\
(8.1)

which is just over In away from the \'MD prediction of (2.34 ± 0.06) x 10"^ by
Quigg and .Jackson.

If the form factor of D'Ambrosio. Isidori. and Portoles is

assumed, then this branching ratio result is most consistent with a value for the
linear parameter gbr of —1.43 ± 0.39. if the ciuadratic parameter 3 is near 0 (see
Figure S.l).
A fit to the shape of the

and

distributions of the signal data yielded

an independent measurement for ashape of —4.53lj 7o. Combining the branching
ratio and shape results using a weighted average, a final estimate from K 'l —>
e'*'e~ of

= —1-52 ±0.38

(8.2)

was obtained, which is consistent with the previous measurements from A'^ —>•
(-1.54 ± 0.10) and K 'l —> e'^e~e^e~ (-1.1 ± 0.6). These three numbers
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Figure S.l: Summary plot of tlieoretical calculations for the Kc —r
branching ratio. This result is consistent with the prediction from Vector Meson
Dominance. If the DIP form factor is assumed, the measured branching ratio is
most consistent with the value a = —1.43 ±0.39. if 3 is near 0.
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Measurement
Figure S.2: Summary plot of all measurements made of the DIP parameter a to
date. The world average comes to a = -1.53 ± 0.10. almost identical to the total
result from the A't —>•
analysis.

lead to a world a\'erage of
a = -1.53 ±0.10

(sec Figure S.2)

(S.3)

Little sensitivity was found to the quadratic form factor parameter J. mea
sured to be
=+12.3 ±77.1.

(8.4)

meaning that knowledge of the DIP parameters has not improved since the analysis
of K l —^

• \vhen the value a = —1.54 ± 0.10 was used to set the CKM

constraint (Quinn 2000)

p > —0.2.

(8.5)

This constraint approaches the combined limit of p > 0 from ITufcl. B mixing, and
6 (Quinn 2000). (Ali and London 1999).
Measurement of the asymmetry in the angular distrubution of the A'^ —r
e~e~f.ri.r decay products led to a limit of

1^1 < 25.57c. 90% C.L.

(8.6)

N'o evidence exists to support the presence of a significant CP-violating contribution
to the Ki

vertex.

Finally, the absence of Icpton Havor-violating Ki —>•

events in

the KTe\' dataset allowed a limit to be placed on the branching ratio of

B { K l —^

) < 4.12 x IQ-" .909f, C.L..

(8.7)

a full factor of 3 lower than the previously published limit (Alavi-Harati et al.
2001c).
Xo real prospects exist for significantly expanding the world sample of
k\ —!•

events in the near future. Xew results for the DIP parameter a

are expected soon from analysis of the 1999 A'f. —> p.^e~e^e.~ and

—'f e^e~~

KTe\' data. However, the outlook for obtaining a significant measurement of 3 is
bleak.
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